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Mick Box, guitar: In the car on the way
back to the hotel, Mick growled furiously
about cancelling the next three gigs if
something wasn’t done about the mal
functioning equipment.

Dave Byron, vocals: Dave Byron slammed
his microphone from hand to hand, snap
ped it out toward the audience, slung it
back, then took advantage of Mick Box’s
solo to sneak to the rear of the stage and
shout into drummer Kerslake's ear to
keep him awake.
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T f you are an English band that
JL consistently attempts to conjure up
visions of Stonehenge-styled mysti
cism, a band whose last two albums
bear the flirtatiously occult titles of
Demons and Wizards and Friday—
The Magician’s Birthday (on Mercury
Records) starting a crucial tour of
the U.S. on a Friday the thirteenth
would seem an ill considered venture.
Nevertheless, Uriah Heep inaugurated
their latest American tour in just such
a fashion; then paid the price that all
too invitingly visited itself upon them.
Wicked, wicked Friday: It was Fri
day the thirteenth, just before their
new album was about to emerge, when
Uriah Heep found themselves buying
cowboy hats and admiring fields of
cactus through the panoramic windows

of Tucson, Arizona’s small airport.
They were ready to begin a tour that
promised to be a fitting climax to a
year which had seen the group’s pop
ularity soar higher than all except the
most ardent fans could have expected.
Two and a half years of gritty work
on the road finally paid off for Uriah
Heep in 1972, when the band crystal
lized with the addition of drummer
Lee Kerslake and bassist Gary Thain,
scored their first gold album with that
same combination on Demons and
Wizards, got their first hit single with
“Easy Living,” and after a phenome
nal record of success here in the
United States, finally became accepted
in their homeland, where the English
press had hounded them unmercifully
during the early part of their career.

But the ominous signs that this
tour’s first Friday would hound them
with bad luck had surfaced several
days earlier, when they landed in Los
Angeles, exhausted from the strain of
three weeks in England recording their
fifth album while doing odd night gigs.
Lee Kerslake disappeared from their
L.A. hotel without a trace for two
days; and they began to pace their
rooms nervously, beset by the clammy
feeling that they were going to begin
their most important American tour
without a drummer.
Dazed lunatic: When Lee finally
showed up just as they were about
to catch a cab for the airport, he look
ed like a dazed lunatic. His eyes were
half closed, his clothes were rumple^
and he barely seemed to remembe^
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was. He had apparently gotten
runk, gone to an Indian reserwith a friend, and taken some
bad shit.” When the group arit Tucson’s Holiday Inn shortly
show time, Kerslake took to
nd slept like a zombie.
the Tucson sky outside their
windows grew golden red with
:olors of sunset, foulups multiand a jinx seemed imminent,
ral crucial pieces of equipment
ft arrived, a sound check couldn’t
Jone even though the group was
ig completely new equipment this
r, and the advance sale for the
>w was pitifully small. When Mel
ster, the group’s road manager,
ed to collect his troops at eight
Jock with a look half of amuseent, half disgust on his face, Kersike was still in a semi-coma. After
ounding on the drummer’s door for
en minutes, Baster forced his way

into the room and tried to shake the
unconscious Kerslake into sensibility.
He succeeeded in waking him only
long enough to be rewarded for his
efforts with a punch in the mouth.
The sleeping drummer: When the
group finally arrived at the concreteand-steel Tucson Auditorium, the eve
ning's future looked grim. In the
broad, well lit hall a short walk from
the dressing room, throngs of smiling,
long-haired fourteen year olds buzzed
excitedly, waiting for the concert to
begin. When Uriah Heep left the semi
locker-room and walked down the
long corridor to the darkened stage,
Mick Box peered out into the 10,000
seat hall and was distressed to see
that despite the mass of fans clustered
enthusiastically around the stage, the
place was three quarters empty. Be
hind Mick, Lee Kerslake stumbled
with half-closed eyes toward his drum
kit and barely managed to prop him-

self on his stool,
......
broke into “Bird of Prey,” Kerslake’s
drumming was stiff and sluggish.
When Dave Byron wasn’t prancing,
shaking and singing in the spotlight,
he would slip to the back of the stage
and shout into the drowsy drummer's
ear to keep him awake. But the Heep
still managed to pull it off, as bassist
Thain and lead guitarist Mick Box
played faster than Kerslake, literally
pulling him along behind them. And
despite the group's problems, the au
dience applauded after the set as if
they weren't aware of the difficulty.
Wailing and gnashing teeth: But
as the Heep drove from the gig back
to their Holiday Inn, they were in
turmoil. Organist Ken Hensley mut
tered angrily that Kerslake didn’t have
it together and wasn't doing his job.
Mick Box growled between gritted
teeth about cancelling the group’s next
three dates if nothing was done about

Lee Kerslake, drums: Over breakfast in
Phoenix, Ken Hensley said Lee was exact
ly what the group needed. But the night
before, as Kerslake slumped with his eyes
half closed over his drums, it had looked
more as if he was exactly what the band
needed to get rid of.

Ken Hensley: As he sat scribbling lyrics
in his cluttered London living room, his
mind was filled with visions of wizards
eating wondrous foods while the grand
old magician showed every spell he’d
learned in five hundred years.
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the faulty equipment.
A half hour later they met in Ken
Hensley’s hotel room. Hensley was
draped across his bed, furiously smok
ing a cigarette. Road manager Mel
Baster huddled over a phone arrang
ing to have new equipment flown in
from London. A freshly showered
Dave Byron entered the room wrap
ped in a towel; then the group locked
the door and sat down to a major
strategy session. Friday the thirteenth
had not been a very lucky day for
Uriah Heep.
Sweet sunshine: A good night’s
sleep can break any spell, and so the
light of the following morning found
Uriah Heep ready to go on with the
tour. The group had decided to let

I

Gary Thaine, bass: Backstage In Phoenix
Dave Byron squirted water from the dress
ing room sink at everyone In sight while
Gary Thaine twanged out Sly Strne tunes
and Ken Hensley madly recited British
comic routines.

Kerslake sleep it off while the neces
sary equipment for the night’s concert
in Phoenix was flown in. Once the
decision was agreed upon, the tension
disappeared and the group looked
forward to the evening’s performance
with confidence. Dave Byron express
ed the general sentiment of the group
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with "It sometimes gets embarrassing
when we play a gig that we think is
pretty bad and the audience supports
us all the way anyway. It just makes
us want to go out there and play
really well to show them how much
we appreciate them."
Back to easy living: Appreciation
was the word for what Uriah Heep
exuded that night in Phoenix. Gary
Thain passed off memories of the
night before during the ride to the
auditorium with the flippant admis
sion that “We were just good bull
shitters last night." When Mel Baster
stuck his poker face in the dressing
room door to announce "You’re on,”
the group rushed down a flight and a
half of stairs past the lineup of Phoenex groupies, bounded up the gang
way to the stage, and pranced around
shouting enthusiastically, “Let’s get
on with it.”
The opening group on the bill, Mil
ler Anderson, had played an inspired
set but evoked little reaction from the
capacity audience; no sooner did
Uriah Heep take the stage, however,
than the packed house started to buzz
excitedly.
The group smashed into their open
ing song, "Bird of Prey,” and got a
great reaction from the crowd—until
halfway through the number the right
side of the stage went dead, leaving
Thain and Hensley with no power.
Had this happened the night before
the group would have been finished—
Kerslake simply wouldn’t have been
able to hold up his end—but the drum
mer had found himself once more as
he ripped along in a jam with Mick
Box, doing a high tension solo that
lasted close to ten minutes. When the
power was returned to the stage and
the group went back into the song,
the audience gave Mick Box a standin ovation for his solo as if it were
part of the act.
Hellfire joy ride: It was all uphill
from there. People stood on their
seats dancing, waving their arms wild
ly in the air, and shouting encourage
ment to the group. Every single song
received a standing ovation that rock
ed the hall. And when Savoy Brown,
the ostensible headline act, took the
stage, the audience was so high that
there was no way Savoy could take
them any higher.
"There are very few bands in the
world who could follow us when we’re
on," Dave Byron remarked afterwards
with a touch of haughtiness. But By
ron insisted that the group still could
have played better. “The first few days
of the tour you spend blowing out
the cobwebs, y’know, changing the
lineup every night ’cause you’re on a
different time schedule. But as long
as the audience is prepared to accept
us for what we are, we’ll play the
most fantastic music in the world."

The Birth of
Uriah's 'Magician'
T\ < y confidence onstage these days
1V1 amazes me,” said Uriah Heep’s
lead singer Dave Byron, “I feel almost
as if I could stand on my head.” But
when Byron, Kerslake, Thain and Box
sat down in Ken Hensley’s living room
to hear Hensley's plans for the new
LP Friday—The Magician's Birthday
(on Mercury), their confidence still
was not staunch enough to back the
singularly ambitious scheme their
lanky organist had in mind.
Back in June and July, while Uriah
had been travelling across America
enjoying what Ken Hensley calls “the
best tour we’ve done here yet,” a
strange idea began to invade Ken’s
thoughts. Making an LP about a ma
gician who throws a bizarrely super
natural party to celebrate his 5OOth
birthday. By the time he returned
home to England, Hensley had all the
details worked out—how the magician
would invite his rivals to a party,
throw a huge feast where an orchestra
of orchids would provide the enter
tainment, then end it all with a spec
tacular show of the spells and tricks
he’d learned in nearly half a millenium on earth. But when Gary Thain,
Lee Kerslake, Mick Box and Dave
Byron came over to Ken's cluttered
London house to hear Hensley's plan
for the new LP and the songs he'd
written for it they were edgy about
what he wanted to create. They were
afraid that a total concept LP would
come across like an opera, and stir
up bitter critical comparisons with
legendary conceptual monuments like
Tommy. So they kept five songs Hens
ley had composed about the spell
bound feast, but added "Spider Wom
an” and “Rain,” the song Ken had
written while staring out his hotel
window at the downpour that had
ruined his holiday in Switzerland a
few weeks earlier.
The end product wasn’t exactly the
rock Sorcerer's Apprentice that Ken
had envisioned while reading the biog
raphies of classical composers last fall.
But as Hensley said at the beginning
of his current American tour, “We’ve
been given an opportunity to put our
foot on the bottom rung, and well
try to go on from there. You can al
ways go on a little further.
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MAC

Not content to write hits like "In the Ghetto,""! Believe
in Music,""Friend, Lover, Woman, Wife"for
people like Elvis, O.C. Smith and Gallery, Mac Davis
has taken to writing hits for himself.
And his new album/'Baby Don't Get Hooked on Me,"
is a whopper.
In addition to the No. 1 title song and the smash
follow-up, "Everybody Loves a Love Song," the album's
beefed up with some of Mac's best songs yet, and vocals
that are warm and next-to-you.
The new Mac Davis album is big Mac.
i With all the trimmings.
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Letters
RATE THE REVIEWER
Yes, folks, it's time once again to
sharpen your pens, fill your pencils
with ink, and help the ever-curious
Circus editor figure out what kind of
articles go straight to the gleeful cor
ners of your heart. This month, we
want to get your feelings on record
reviews. What kind of review do you
think is the best in the world? Which
reviews in this issue set your soul on
fire? Which do you dislike? And why?
Each of the ten readers who send in
the most helpful answers to these
world-shaking questions will win a
shiny new LP.
I'm looking forward to your letters.
Howard Bloom

Editor
ALICE GOES TO SCHOOL
The other day 1 was caught carving
“School’s Out—Alice Cooper” into
my desk. It cost me a week in deten
tion hall. I didn’t mind that so much,
but when my teacher thought that
Alice Cooper was a girl I really got
pissed.
Dan
Peoria, Illinois

BLACK SABBATH’S EARTHQUAKE
I would like to extend an important
message for all those Black Sabbath
fans out there in America who have
been deceived by Circus. Take heart!
The Black is back!! I turned my new
stereo up full blast (with bass on full
of course) and got a gargantuan
shock wave of Volume IV. Black Sab
bath’s newest LP. Let me tell you, I
enjoyed every heavy note of music.
(I could have sworn I heard the Civil
Defense signal going off while it was
playing).
Your magazine stated that Black
Sabbath had tumbled into Mantovanni’s orchestra pit (Circus, October
1972). Bull’! Let me tell all those
other fans out there in “Heavy Land.”
Volume IV has to be the heaviest of
the four Black Sabbath albums which
1 have. The words and the music are
just out of the universe. (I have a
lot of respect for Uriah Heep; but
sorry, Heep. Black Sabbath has done
it again!)
Before I go and blow my mind on
Volume IV, 1 would like to give your
writers a suggestion. Listen to Volume
IV on a Panasonic stereo with two
Fender Showman amps hooked up to
the system. (Make sure the music
doesn’t hit a radio telescope; they may
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think we’re being attacked from outer
space.) Let me tell you, the sound is
mindboggling. Listen. Put your car up
to the speaker. Then rewrite your
article on “Mantovanni’s Orchestra
Pit.” Black Sabbath—FAR FAR
OUT!!
Greg Whitney
Chanalcr, Arizona
I’m writing you this letter because
I just read the article on Black Sab
bath in your October issue. It meant
a lot to me because I- live about five
miles away from Asbury Park and
also because 1 was at the Black Sab
bath concert you talked about.
Well, I thought the show rotted, to
say it nicely. I paid six dollars for a
thirteenth row scat, and had to get
the ticket a month and a half carly,
and even then there was a hassle. I
knew with a scat so close the music
would have to turn me on, especially
with Black Sabbath. But when the
night finally came, the late show did
not start until 10:45, instead of ten.
And when it did start, it wasn’t Black
Sabbath, it was Black Oak Arkansas.
The first half hour of Black Oak was
good, but when it turned into an hour
everybody got pretty tired. When they
brought on Black Sabbath a little
after eleven-thirty, I got ready for
some good music. Instead, they hit us
with this new crap. I got up and tried
to get into the new sounds but just
couldn’t. When they got into War
Pigs and Iron Man, they didn’t sound
right. Well, then Ozzie got mad and
his voice got worse and he screamed
at us. He didn’t realize we wanted
the old Black Sabbath.
I’m going to try to forget that night
and listen to their Volume IV, and
“Snowblind.” I don’t think I’ll like it,
though. Too bad, Black Sabbath was
fantastic.
Thanks for being a great magazine,
and keep on going!
Gigi
Spring Lake Heights, New Jersey

BUTTERBALL PAUL
After seeing Paul McCartney and
Wings on Flip Wilson, I would just
like to ask Paul if he’s ever heard of
dietary foods; there’s diet ice cream,
diet cola, even diet butter. And as
Ray Davies would tell him, “don’t eat
no mash potatoes.” Home cooking has
changed one incredible looking pop
star into a butter-ball.
love to all

Send letters to.
Letters to the Editor
CIRCUS Magazine
866 United Nations Plaza
New York. N.Y 10017

Judy Inca's Diet Workshop
No address given

STOMED DESPERATION
This is an unusual letter. I’m sure,
but I’m writing in hope that someone
can help me.
For about five months now, when
ever I smoke I get very panicky. It’s
not “paranoia.” but I keep thinking
I'm dying or that if one of my two
kids wakes up, I won't be able to
cope with the situation. It all began
when I smoked some top Colombian
by myself one night (not realizing its
potency). I had trouble remembering
to breathe, my whole body rushed,
I couldn’t concentrate on anything.
Everything seemed like a dream, and
I had to have some friends come stay
with me till I came down. Ever since
that night, if I smoke anything good,
I flip out. I keep telling myself I’m
being silly. So does everyone else. But
at the first sign of a high, I start pan
icking. Because of the size of my
town, both my name and city have to
be anonymous, but I need help. I used
to dig the shit out of getting as stoned
as I could. I am a married chick on
great terms with my old man.
HELP!
signed,
Desperate
Editor’s Note: A lot of us have had
exactly the same problem you’re hav
ing, and we’ve all found only one
thing that works. Quit smoking dope!

BASHING DAVID BOWIE
1 thought it was over. Grand Funk
may break up, but now come Ziggy
Stardust (David Bowie) and his Spi
ders from Mars! They arc even more
hyped-up and untalented than the last
two hype groups: Grand Funk and
Blue Oyster Cult. What happened to
the Blue Oyster Cult, “possibly the
best album of 1972?” I thought it
was below a magazine of your status
to hype these lousy groups’ albums
into the charts. Seeing ads in every
magazine and paper possible for Ziggy
makes me ill. The best album of the
year, ha! Is Ziggy a messiah from
outer space? Oh sure, and Mark Ear
ner is a good guitarist. Spiders from
Mars? Oh crap! they should have
• ’p Mariner!),
stayed there (God help
the
The hype seems to be working:
v.~
album is selling. PcoPlcIt’ don’t be
taken in. Weird lyrics, ha!
he. I’ve heard
better lyrics in a high-schoolI football
music with
cheer. If you want poor m-
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strange lyrics, listen to AM radio and
read an H P. Lovecraft book (no cut
meant on H.P.). The business about
“extraterrestrial saviors” is ridiculous.
Intelligent life would want nothing to
do with a fool like Bowie—or if
Bowie is from outer space, it proves
there is no intelligent life on other
planets. Parting word: if our savior
is a fag like Bowie, we're better oil
doomed.
Hype Haters,
Ronald Ertman
Scott Schultz
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
PUNCHING HUMBLE PIE
In your August issue, you printed
an article on Peter Frampton and how
he was getting along without Humble
Pic. Thanks for printing it.
Peter Frampton has his solo LP out
now. and it sounds great, it's sort of
sad, though, the way Frampton left
Humble Pie. His reason—“a ease of
the Steve Marriotts.” As Marriott puts
it—“We arc a hard Rock band, and
we can’t pretend to be anything else.”
Who the hell docs Steve Marriott
think he is? Peter was the one who
started the Band, and now Marriott
forces him out. Their latest LP,
Smokin, is without Frampton, and it
sounds like shit. In the cut “Hot n’
Nasty” it sounds like Marriott gulped

down some balls and then said “Roll
it baby!” Then in the cut “30 Days in
the Hole” he starts faking a laugh that
sounds like a hyena being castrated.
Marriott didn’t even let Greg Ridley,
the bassist, sing one song. Marriott
and that new fool Dave Clemson
pilled all the lyrics to themselves. The
Pic is in a big mess without Frampton
and without Ridley’s vocals. Marriott
not only knocked Frampton out of
the Pic, he stole the band and took
Ridley's tonsils away.
A Reader of Circus,
Augusta, Georgia
P.S. Ridley—Thanks for the lyrics
and the music on “Big George.”
P.P.S. Marriott is a Redneck!
CIRCUS HITS THE ROAD
While on my first national tour I’ve
passed away several lonely hours in
motels or waiting for connections by
reading Circus, which I found to be
surprisingly accurate and objective.
Your October reviews on Black Oak
Arkansas and ELP's Trilogy album
were dead on. Circus is a magazine
that even a professional can really
enjoy—and respect.
I’m looking forward to your re
views on our albums.
Jim Watters
with the Brotherhood
Jacksonville, Florida

THIS IS DEFINITELY
THE ALBUM
OF THE YEAR’‘
—Lillian Roxon. N.Y. Sunday News

England
s No. 1 rock group is now sweeping tho U. S
SLADE
E
kDE ALIVEI” and a roaring tour Lillian Roxon goes on to say:
wilh-SLADL.
>w ir
in the first three seconds as I did.
"You’ll know
when I found myselt clapping
and stomping along with the audience."
SLADE ... four loud, disrespectful,
outrageous musicians that deliver the best
time you ever had with an album.

SLADE
ALIVE!
GOOD VIBRATIONS

A^.MM cn Pe>l,dc< n*cc-<U.
Cmal.i •’-> (Track Sumo CwirM(«>

SEARCHING THE KINKS’ SOUL
I never thought I’d be writing to a
magazine, but November's issue hit
me in a very soft spot. That spot is
Raymond Douglas Davies. As a
“Kink Kultist” and a devoted admirer
of Davies' music, I found your article
extremely unfair. You made it sound
as if Everybody's in Showbiz was the
first time Davies expressed himself as
the sensitive and ingenious man that
he is. I say that he has been doing it
all along. If you ever followed his
dreams through “Waterloo Sunset,”
“his hurt feelings in “Berkley Mews”
and his sympathy and compassion for
man in “Shangri-La,” you would be
lieve that the “real man,” Ray Davies
has always come through. In “God’s
Children” (the song from the motion
picture Percy) Davies expressed deep
religious feelings for a God who
loved everyone from “the saint to the
sinner.” Is that not expressing a real
man’s feelings?
Perhaps the world wants God to
save the Kinks because in many ways
they’ve saved us. All I ask is that in
your next article about Davies you
show him more justice. He deserves
it. Thanks for listening.
Donna J. A. Yorio
Farmingdale, New York

NEW ALBUM!
“FRESH”!
Frosh

RASPBERRIES

The Raspberries, the
most popular new group
of the year, have a new
album, FRESH! Includes
their hit, I WANNA
BE WITH YOU!

Their first album
RASPBERRIES
includes their smash hit,
GO ALL THE WAY!

national scenes
NEW YORK CITY

DECEMBER 15
Academy
*'
‘EMBER of
16 MUS
'C — BLOODROCK (NYC)
DECE...„^..
Acr
J-------- 17 MUS'C — URIAH HEEP (NYC)
“EMBER
DECE...ouo
Carnegie Hall — JOHN MAYALL (NYC)
DECEMBER 22
Carnegie Hall — JUDY COLLINS (NYC)
DECEMBER 23
Madison Square Garden — GRAND FUNK
RAILROAD (NYC)
DECEMBER 23
Academy of Music
DICK HECKSTALLSMITH (NYC)
DECEMBER 23
Madison Square Garden — FREDDIE KING
(NYC)
DECEMBER 23
Academy of Music
FLEETWOOD MAC
(NYC)
DECEMBER 23
(NYC?demy °f MUS'C — McKENDREE SPRING

andeRSON

DECEMBER 20
Concert — RASPBERRIES (Orlando)
DECEMBER 21
Concert — RASPBERRIES (Panama City)
DECEMBER 21
.
Concert — BOB SEGER (Panama City)

DECEI
EMBER 25
Con
■EMBER~5R’E*°‘ SPEEDWAGON (Mobile)
DECE.
Concert — IBANG (Huntsville)
DECEMBER 26
Concert — IBANG (Birmingham)
DECEMBER 26
Concert — RASPBERRIES (Birmingham)
,w„
DECEMBER 26
Concert — R.E.O. SPEEDWAGON (Birming.
ham)
DECEMBER 27
Concert — BOB SEGER (Montgomery)
DECEMBER 28
Concert — BOB SEGER (Mobile)
JANUARY 19
Concert
RASPBERRIES
(Jacksonville)

DECEMBER 29
Madison Square Garden — THE BRIDGE
(NYC)
DECEMBER 29
Academy of Music — B. B. KING (NYC)
DECEMBER 3o\
Academy
Music
BETTE
MIDLER
(NYC)
JANUARY 6

JANUARY jen,er — ER,C

DECEMBER 16
PIE (Orlando)
Ford Stadium — HUMBLE
DECiFrt?^Nf?xon Hall — HUMBLE PIE (Tampa)

ARKANSAS
DECEMBER 16
Concert — BANG (Little Rock)
DECEMBER 16
Concert — RASPBERRIES (Little

Rock)

Best Bets
Of The Month

(NYC)

Memorial
Auditorium
NEIL
YOUNG
(Buffalo)
JANUARY 19
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
NEIL
YOUNG (Troy)
JANUARY 21
JANUARY*^3'1 — NEIL YOUNG <NYC>

DECoEnc?rtR— 9TED

NUGENT & THE AMBOY

DUKES (Huntsville)
DECEMBER 19
Concert—BROWNSVILLE STATION (Hunts
ville)
R 20
DECEMBER
— BROWNSVILLE
(MontConcert
—
------ STATION
-------- ------ -------------- •-----------gomery)
nFTFMBER 20
Concert — TED NUGENT & THE AMBOY
DUKES (Montgomery)

14

GEORGIA
DECEMBER 16
King Of The Road — JACK GREENE &
JEANNIE SEELY (Valdosta)
DECEMBER 16
Municipal Auditorium — EDGAR WINTER
(Atlanta)
DECEMBER 25
Concert — RASPBERRIES (Macon)
DECEMBER 26
Concert — BOB SEGER (Atlanta)
DECEMBER 28
Concert — iBANG (Savannah)
DECEMBER 28
Concert — IBROWNSVILLE STATION (Savannah)
DECEMBER 28
Concert — R.E.O. SPEEDWAGON (Savan
nah)
JANUARY 26
WITHERS
BILL
Russell
Auditorium
(Midgeville)
JANUARY 31
Coliseum — NEIL YOUNG (Atlanta)

DECEMBER 23
Concert — B.

B.

KING

(Honolulu)

ILLINOIS

DECEMBER 15
Concert — FOGHAT (Chicago)
DECEMBER 15
Concert — R.E.O. SPEEDWAGON

(Kanka-

kee)
DECEMBER 22
Concert — DICK HECKSTALL-SMITH (Chicago)
DECEMBER 22
Concert — McKENDREE SPRING (Chicago)

CALIFORNIA

A LA BAM A

DECEMBER 29
Concert — BROWNSVILLE STATION (Jack
sonville)
DECEMBER 31
Concert — RASPBERRIES (St. Petersburg)
DECEMBER 31
Concert — BOB SEGER (St. Petersburg)
JANUARY 27
Concert — TODD RUNDGREN (Pensacola)

HAWAII

Nassau Coliseum — NEIL YOUNG (Union
dale)
JANUARY 23
Madison Square Garden — NEIL YOUNG
(NYC)
JANUARY 27
Concert — LINDA RONSTADT (NYC)

DECEI
EMBER 15
Con
incert — FLASH (San Diego)
DECEI
EMBER 16
Civi
ric Auditorium — KENNY LOGGINS &
JIM 'MESSINA (Santa Monica)
DECI
!EMBER 16
Concert — FLASH (Los Angeles)
DECEMBER 17
Concert — FLASH (San Francisco)
DECEMBER 17
Conce-t — ClRAZY HORSE (San Diego)
DECEMBER 26
Troubadour CHEECH & CHONG (Los
Angeles)
DECEMBER 27
Whiskey A( Go
G< Go — FANNY (Los Angeles)
DECEMBER 29
Circle ~
Star Theater — LILY TOMLIN (San
Carlos)
DECEMBER 31
Circle Star Theater
BILL WITHERS
(San Carlos)
JANUARY 1-3
Fairmount Palace
PAUL ANKA (San
Francisco)
JANUARY 7
Whiskey A Go Go
DICK HECKSTALL
(Los Angeles)
JANUARY 19
Dorothy Chandler Pavilion
GORDON
LIGHTFOOT (Los Angeles)
JANUARY 20
‘ate — GORDON LIGHTFOOT
California Stat
(San Luis Obisp<
>po)
JANUARY 22
Concert
By The Sea — ELVIN JONES
QUARTET (Hermosa Beach)

DECEMBER 24
Concert — BANG (Jacksonville)
DECEMBER 29
,
....
Concert — RASPBERRIES (Jacksonville)

JANUARY 10-12
.
Ane Crown Theater — NEIL YOUNG (Chi

Flash: Ex-Yesman Peter Banks will sav
ageman jab his guitar as lead singer Colin
Carter shakes his curls and lashes into
the songs from their new LP, FLASH IN
THE CAN.
COLORADO
DECEMBER 15
Tulagi’s —
BARNSTORM
(Boulder)
DECEMBER 16
Edison
Electric
Co.
CRAZY
HORSE
(Boulder)
DECEMBER 30
Concert — FREDDIE KING (Denver)
CONNECTICUT

JANUARY 19
Yale University
MAHAVISHNU
(New
Haven)
JANUARY 25
Coliseum — NEIL YOUNG (New Haven)
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

DECEMBER 18
Stardust — JOHN HARTFORD (Washlngton)
JANUARY 26
Concert — LINDA RONSTADT (Washington)
JANUARY 28
Kennedy Center — NEIL YOUNG (Wash
ington)
FLORIDA

DECEMBER 15
Ball Park — HUMBLE PIE (Jacksonville)
DECEMBER 16
Sporta’orium — HUMBLE PIE (Miami)

cago)
JANUAI
Mr. IKelly’s

—

LILY TOMLIN

(Chicago)

INDIANA

Municipal Auditorium — BLOODROCK (Ft.
Wayne)
DECEMBER 30
BLOODROCK
Concert —
JANUARY 19
Valparaiso
University
(Valparaiso)

(Bloomington)

LEO

KOTTKE

KANSAS

JANUARY 119-20
Iniversity
State Ui

BYRDS

(Manhattan)

KENTUCKY
DECEMBER 15
Concert — BANG (Louisville)
lECEMBER 15
„
.
DI
Concert — BROWNSVILLE STATION (Louis
ville)
DECEMBER 15
RASPBERRIES (Louisville)
Concert
—
DECEMBER 23
quet — KINDRED (Louisville)
Rer’C’ar’s Banqt
DECEMBER 25
BOB SEGER (Louisville)
Concert — L

LOUISIANA

DECEMBER 15
JUDY COLLINS
Memorial Auditorium
(New Orleans)
DECEMBER 16
.
The Warehouse — POCO (New Orleans)
DECEMBER 21
Concert — BROWNSVILLE STATION (Baton Rouge)
JANUARY 1
STATION (LaConcert — BROWNSVILLE
fayette)

CILIl*
■HI

help save the
beatles! +

i

FREE! FREE! FREE!
FOR EVERY THREE FILMS
YOU ORDER, YOU WILL
RECEIVE A FREE, SUPER
BONUS BEATLE FILM!!!
YES, THE GROUP HAS SPLIT, BUT YOU
CAN HAVE THEM TOGETHER FOREVER
ON PROFESSIONAL 8MM FILM OR SUPER
8MM FILM FOR ALL BEATLES HOME PRO
JECTORS. THIS MAY BE YOUR LAST
CHANCE - ACT NOW!!!!!

Fantastic Special
FREE! You will receive a catalog with every one of your orders.
And now, as a special offer to you, we have available a BEATLE
Poster from one of their last recording sessions for only $2.00. See below}

f

J □□ Live at Shea Stadium
• □□ New Look Beatles
• □□ Around the World with John and Yoko
8 □□ I'm Down

• □□ I Wanna Hold Your Hand
2 □□ Twist and Shout
• □□ Ticket to Ride
• □□ Hey Jude
• □□ Yellow Submarine
8
Beatles at Hollywood Bowl

8

Beatles Meet Royalty

8

□□ Arrival at the Palace

•
•
•
•

<♦. F.Super8MM
8MM Be sure the check the correct box for films.
Indicate whether it is 8MM or Super 8MM
that you wish.

: * Q (Recording
BEATLE Poster only $2.00
Session)

•

The Princess and the Beatles
Best Scene in "Hard Day's Night"
Behind Scenes in "Hard Day's Night" •
I I I I RohinrJ
in
Q
Behind Scenes in "Help"
I Wanna Be Your Man
QQAII My Loving
□Can't Buy Me Love
□Dance With Me
□Tell Me Why
□She Loves You
□Hard Day's Night
plus this special:
□Beatles Before Becoming
Famous "What I Say"
□Let It Be

I

i

f ASuper BMW
(MM

J

Movie Buys Box 1604, Grand Central Station, New York, N.Y. 10017

2

PLEASE SEND ME THE FILM(S) I HAVE CHECKED IN THE COUPON.

J
8

ALL FlLMS ARE $5.95 unless they are SUPER 8MM and then they
are $6.95 ALL FILMS ARE 100 FOOTERS!!!!

• l have enclosed payment of $
Cash O Check O Money Order
x
1 have added 50c to cover postage and handling.
Add SI for foreign orders.

c
* Fl

eQiJfcf'LM OF
BEATLES
WITH PURCHASE!
FREE BEATLE FILM WITH
ARGUS VIEWER!!!!!
Use this great Argus Viewer
to see Beatles or any other
8MM or SUPER 8MM Film
any place you go! No elec
tricity or attachments needed.
Carry it in your purse or
pocket. It goes where you go.

NAME

ADDRESS

NAME.

CITY

ADDRESS.

STATE

CITY.

.STATE.

.ZIP NO.

$6.95

ZIP

i >

I

J
[
;

NEW JERSEY

MAINE

DECEMBER 16
Municipal Auditorium
(Bangor)

FREDDIE KING

DECEMBER 16
Montclair State
Montclair)

MANDRILL

(Upper

MASSACHUSSETS

NORTH CAROLINA

DECEMBER 15
Civic Center — GRAND FUNK RAILROAD
(Springfield)
DECEMBER 15
Civic Center — B. B. KING (Springfield)
DECEMBER 17
Gardens — GRAND FUNK RAILROAD (Bos
ton)
DECEMBER 17
Gardens — FREDDIE KING (Boston)
JANUARY 7
Jazz Workshop — ELVIN JONES QUARTET
(Boston)
JANUARY 28
Concert — LINDA RONSTADT (Boston)

JANUi
IARY 18
Con
•ncert — RASPBERRIES (Hickory)

MICHIGAN

Jimi Hendrix
created a sound and named
it "The Lady" because this
silvery, liquid sustain sounds
like a wailing woman.
Now Black Unger
lets you use this sound in
your playing.

OHIO

DECEMBER 17
Concert — BROWNSVILLE STATION (Tole
do)
DECEMBER 17
Concert — TED NUGENT & THE AMBOY
DUKES (Toledo)
DECEMBER 30
Concert — B. B. KING (Dayton)
JANUARY 7
Music Hall
WINTER CONSORT (Clncinnati)

Black Finger is an 80 db compres
sor which gives a pure, completely
controlled sustain with no distortion.
A well-known guitarist has called it
“one of the most beautiful sounds you
can get out of an electric guitar.”
Black Finger actually sustains
whole chords as well as single notes—
without any muddiness.
A heavy-duty foot control lets you
cut it in or out in the middle of a solo,
without having to make any other
adjustments.
And when you feel like adding a
little showbiz to your act, Black
Finger’s extreme sensitivity makes fast
one-handed playing easy. Your guitar
will respond instantaneously to your
touch.
Different settings of the sustain and
tone dials will let you alter a variety of
natural overtones—from opaque to
translucent. Plus, you can get exciting
new effects by using Black Finger in
conjunction with your echo, wah or
other pedals.
Black Finger also works beautifully
with electric violin, mandolin, banjo
or any stringed instrument.

OKLAHOMA

DECEMBER 16
Concert — BROWNSVILLE STATION (Midland)
JANUARY 8-9
Cobo H;tail — NEIL YOUNG (Detroit)

Best Bets
Of The Month

DECEMBER 17
Municipal Auditorium
(Oklahoma City)

JUDY COLLINS

OREGON
DECEMBER 16
Concert — BILL WITHERS (Portland)

PENNSYLVANIA

DECEMBER 15
Spectrum — WEST, BRUCE & LAING (Phil
adelphia)
DECEMBER 17
Heinz Hall — ROY BUCHANAN (Pittsburgh)
DECEMBER 21
Concert — McKENDREE SPRING (Harris
burg)
DECEMBER 29
Concert — IR.E.O. SPEEDWAGON (Jacksonville)
JANUARY 26-27
Spectrum — NEIL YOUNG (Philadelphia)

RHODE ISLAND
DECEMBER 22
Civic Center
dence)

♦7

•Zj

FREDDIE

KING

(Provi-

TENNESSEE

DECEMBER 61
Ellis Auditorium — JUDY COLLINS (Mem
phis)
DECEMBER 29
Concert — BOB SEGER (Memphis)
DECEMBER 30
Concert — BOB SEGER (Nashville)
TEXAS
JAIiNUARY 25
Concert — TODD RUNDGREN (Austin)

Humble Pie: At London’s Coliseum, when
Steve Marriott went through the show
he’s bringing to the States this month,
one fan at London’s Coliseum crowed
joyfully, "he’s the greatest white rock
singer in the world.”

NEIL

YOUNG

DECEMBER 27
Concert — BANG (Jackson)
DECEMBER 27
Concert — R.E.O. SPEEDWAGON (Jackson)

MISSOURI
JAMES

GANG

NEVADA

DECEMBER 31
Concert — FREDDIE KING (Las Vegas)
JANUARY 5
Flamingo — BO DIDDLEY (Las Vegas)
JANUARY 10
Hilton — B. B. KING (Las Vegas)
JANUARY 17
FATS DOMINO (State
State Line Club
Line)
JANUARY 18
Concert — FATS DOMINO (Reno)

16 CIRCUS

Also available at your retail music store.

DECEMBER 15
Concert — BILL WITHERS

etectro-harmonix
15 West 2(>th Street

(Seattle)

WISCONSIN

MISSISSIPPI

DECEMBER 14
Municipal Auditorium
(Kansas City)

DECEMBER 17
Concert — BLOODROCK (Hampton)
DECEMBER 17
Coliseum — JERRY LA CROIX & WHITE
Rho
TRASH (Hampton Rhodes)
JANUARY 29
Scope — NEIL YOUNG (Norfolk)

WASHINGTON

MINNESOTA

JANUARY 7
Municipal Auditorium
(Minneapolis)

VIRGINIA

JANUARY 5
Auditorium

NEIL YOUNG (Milwaukee)

CANADA

DECEMBER 17
Riverboat — STEVE GOODMAN (Toronto)
DECEMBER 24
Le Hibou —- STEVE GOODMAN (Ottawa)
JANUARY 15
Maple LLeaf Gardens — NEIL YOUNG (Toronto)
JANUARY 16
NEIL YOUNG (OtCivic C«:enter Arena
tawa)
JANUARY 18
. .
Fanshowe College — JERRY LA CROIX
& WHITE TRASH (London)
JANUARY 18
Forum — NEIL YOUNG (Montreal)
JANUARY 20
Belgium Club — JERRY LA CROIX
WHITE TRASH (Delhi)
JANUARY 22
. ___1V
El Macambo Tavern — JERRY LA CROIX
& WHITE TRASH (Toronto)

&

New York, N.Y. 10010
Money back guarantee.
Try Black Finger for two weeks
and see for yourself.
Please ship:
Black Finger(s) at $69.95 each.
Enclosed is check for $
Ship C.O.D. Enclosed is 10%
deposit (U.S. only).
Please place me on your new
product announcement mailing
list at no charge.
c ] 202
Name
Address.

City

State.

Zip.
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When West,Bruce & Laing
played the Wuvulu Pop Festival
the audience ate them up.

**
■>

Leslie West (of Mountain), Jack Bruce (of Cream),
WEST. BRUCE
and Corky Laing (Mountain s thunder and lightning)
Why Oontcho
1
including:
are making positively savage rock and roll.
The Doctor/PollutionWoman/Wh.teSou Stoep
“And the album," writes Mnolo, the Herdsman,
Out IntoThe Fields/Why Doalcba
in the Cargo Cult Free Press,
“is as tasty as the group is live."

West, Bruce &Laing.
'Why Dontcha."
On Columbia / Windfall
Records<>and Tapes
<

K
i’

II

ReoordRevieius

West, Bruce and Laing: Mountain’s tow
ers of power meet Cream’s Colossus.

David Bowie—Space Oddity (RCA)
—The Man Who Sold The World
(RCA)
T) owie people rejoice! Those hardJL> to-find Mercury albums have
been re-issued by RCA Victor Rec
ords and Tapes. These two albums,
which were both recorded in early
1969 and issued a year apart (Space
Oddity in mid-1969, The Man Who
Sold The World in early 1971), are
probably the best two Bowie ever did.
Space Oddity (originally called
Man of Words!Man of Music. David
Bowie) was David’s last stroke as a
folkie. He’d just sent the single “Space
Oddity” rushing up the charts, and
he was England’s darling. For this
LP, he wrote “Memory Of A Free
Festival” about an arts lab he ran for
budding talent; “Cygnet Committee”
later showed not merely his disillu
sionment with that project, but also
a growing discontentment with the
hippie culture in general and the
peace/love movement. The song
“Space Oddity,” forerunner of Elton
John’s “Rocket Man,” was perhaps
the most human look at space travel
ever recorded and is as unnerving
today as it was in 1969, when the first
man landed on the moon^and we won
dered if he would get stuck there.
“Wild Eyed Boy From Free Cloud”
is one of David’s greatest songs. Dav
id’s voice at its strongest builds the
beautiful melody to a climax and
holds you in the throes of ecstasy
for minutes after it’s over. This album
also shows the formative stages in the
transition of David Bowie “folkie” to
David “the freak.” “I’m a phallus in
pigtails,” David sings in “Unwashed
And Somewhat Slightly Dazed.” At
this early stage of Bowie’s career he

is CIRCUS

by Janis Schacht

was working with recording geniuses
Rock Wakeman (on harpsichord and
piano) and Tony Visconti (on bass),
with Gus Dudgeon (of Elton John
fame) producing and helping out.
The Man Who Sold The World in
cludes the song that’s made Bowie
such a sensation: “The Width Of A
Circle.” The eight-minute monster
filled with vivid drag-rock imagery
has captured the imagination of curi
osity seekers everywhere. Sure, it’s a
seduction song and both the charac
ters are guys; but which one is Bowie,
the seduced or the seducer?
“All The Madmen,” a song written
about Bowie’s brother in a mental in
stitution, now seems to fit David and
his new programmed image: “day
after day/they take some brain away
. . . they turn my face around/and tell
me that it’s real/then ask me how
I feel.”
The beautifully surreal quality
achieved on these two albums will
probably confuse you for awhile if
you’re only used to the newer stuff.
This material is a lot deeper and
better-produced, with a generous help
ing of orchestration and an even more
generous helping of soul-searching
Bowie lyrics.
Il’s sad RCA didn’t issue these rec
ords in their original covers. Older
pictures from 1969 and 1971 would
have been gratefully appreciated, too.
After all, then David Bowie was
David Bowie . . . not Ziggy Star
dust.

West, Bruce & Laing—Why
Dontcha (Columbia)
Some albums are more obvious
chart certainties than others. This al
bum will probably stay up on those
charts forever. Not only is the record
carefully produced, well played and
well sung, it also contains three of the
biggest box-office draws ever (no, not
Crosby, Stills & Nash): Jack Bruce,
Leslie West and Corky Laing.
Right from the start Why Dontcha
gets you up and moving. Those grav
elly West vocals that made Mountain
such a tower of power, driving much
like Steve Marriott’s, reach peaks that
are both accessible to the listener and
admirable. Jack Bruce holds down the
bass line with all the subtlety and
style imaginable. And Corky Laing
does it the way we all wish Ginger
Baker might have: with control.
One criticism (if criticisms of su-

David Bowie: Yesterday’s folkie is today’s
Space Oddity.
per-groups arc allowed this year) is
that the speed of the material might
have been better paced—somehow it’s
a little more difficult to boogie alone
in your living room than it is at the
local concert hall. But, speaking of
the local concert hall, this album was
cut so “hot” (that’s loud) that the
enthusiasm of a live performance is
transmitted right to the plastic. It has
a spontaneous feeling to it, without
the labored, overworked sound some
groups get on record. Listen to “Shake
Ma Thing (Rollin Jack),” if you have
any doubt. All in all, this LP is the
next best thing to a front row center
seat at Madison Square Garden.

Carole King—Rhymes and Reasons
(Ode)
Carole King is a really fine song
writer. She was a really fine song
writer last year, and the year before,
and the year before that, and longer
ago than we’d like to admit we re
member. Carole King writes really
sensitive love songs . . . though there
will never be another “Will You Still
Love Me Tomorrow?"
The strangest thing is that as one
passes from song to song on Rhymes
and Reasons one hears all the people
that Carole’s influenced during her
long and prosperous career. But now
that all these people are as famous as
she, one tends to think Carole King
sounds like them. Graham Nash
might have written “Come Down
Easy,” with its gentle, lilting melody
line and delicate sentimental lyrics;
and “My My She Cries” is a Cat
Stevens-type song if ever there was
one.
Ms. King has always struck some
people as being a white Motown

b a world filled with GTX’s,
ATV’s and SST’s,
we still make the Old Standby,
Marine Band, Blues Harp
and Chromonica.
Why fool around with names?
We've been making Hohner harmonicas
for over a century. Some models have remained
unchanged for decades.
We still concentrate on building the best
harmonicas instead of fancy names.
That's why it takes over 50 individual hand
operations to assemble a Marine Band. That's
why we only use the finest brass for our reeds.
So whether it's called an Old Standby,

Marine Band, Blues Harp or Chromonica, it's the
best sounding, easiest playing harmonica you
can own.
And when you come right down to it,
there's only one name that really says it all.
Hohner.

HOHNER®
KEYBOARDS ■ GUITARS • AMPS • DRUMS
WE AISO MAKE HARMONICAS.

singer. Hcr material is so blatantly
Top Forty, so sophisticated, yet so
completely commercial. But the lady
has a brain and a sensitive head for
moving, personal lyrics, so she’s been
adopted by the underground as well
as by AM radio listeners. She’s the
answer to any record buyer's drcam.
She's easy to like, as easy as the
Grass Roots or Bread, but so much
more cool.

Peter Townshend—Who Came First
(Track)
John Entwistle—Whistle Rymes
(Track)
If it ever came to pass before that
a band was just as strong or perhaps
even stronger singularly than they
were as a group, it’s hard to remem
ber when. Who Came First, Pete
Townshend’s first solo LP, and Whistle
Rhymes, John Entwistle’s second, are
probably better than anything the
Who have done collectively since
Tommy, and that’s really saying some
thing.
Of the two records, it’s Peter Town
shend’s that is the most remarkable.
Firstly, because there isn’t a boring
instant on the whole record; second
ly, because he plays all the instru
ments hirnself; and lastly, because it’s
only in this solo LP that he finally
proves the Who could never have
made it without him. As for which
of the many diversified “Who” cuts
arc most typical of the overall sound,
Who Came First is most like "Tat
too,” a little song from The Who
Sold Out.
Pete has explained that he wrote
the LP in tribute to the late Meher
Baba, Pete’s guru. The sounds include
Raho’c
I hnro’c
Baba’s friunritr*
favorite cr»r»rr
song, ““There
’s oa
Heartache Following Me.” It’s not a
rock and roll album; rather, it’s an
LP filled with sweet melodies, delight
fully pure vocals and carefully double
tracked harmonies. In a way, it’s sort
of a one-man Beach Boys LP. The
two most outstanding tracks are easily
“Pure and Easy” and “Sheraton Gib
son.” “Pure and Easy” flows with all
the gentleness of a country stream;
“Sheraton Gibson” ends on a flourish
of Tommy horns which somehow
seem out of place on this album. It’s
hard to tell why good old Ronnie
“Plonk” Lane of the Faces has a solo
song in the middle of the record, but
it’s the best he’s sounded in years.
Maybe it’s just another surprise from
the completely brilliant, unpredictable
Peter Townshend.
John Entwistle, in the past, has
without a doubt written some of the
most inspired b-sides ever recorded:
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“Doctor Doctor" (on the other side
of “Pictures of Lily"), “Dr. Jekyll
and Mr. Hyde" (on the flip of “Call
Me Lightning"), and “I’ve Been
Away” (back of the British “Happy
Jack"). Always the king of the rock
waltz, Entwistle’s solo album is quite
a production, complete with horns,
heavy arrangements and the looniest
lyrics ever written.
Who else would think of this catchy
little phrase: “When I’m feeling sad/
I remember you were the worst lay I
ever had/and I feel better.” No one!
Unlike Townshend’s LP, Whistle
Rymes bears very little resemblance to
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Peter Townshend: The tough kid turns
into a one-man Beach Boys.
a Who album. The most logical reason
for this is the fact that John has
brought in Peter Frampton on guitar,
Johnny Wcider on violin, Jimmy Mc
Culloch (cx-Thunderclap Newman
guitarist, now with Stone the Crows)
on guitar and many other reputable
Englishmen on assorted musical toys.
The final product is a highly compe
tent rock LP . . . but the most out
standing feature of the record is the
lyrics.
It makes sense that two members
of the finest rock band in the world
are as strong separately as they are
together. But how come John, Paul,
George and Ringo haven’t been able
to pull it off?

Savoy Brown—Lion’s Share
(Parrot/London)
Over the years, Savoy Brown has
progressed from your average little
blues band, to a very good blues band,
then slipped back to a mediocre rock

group. Now they have found a
strangely satisfactory combination of
the two. They arc a very competent
rock/blues act.
Side one starts off with a T. Rcxtypc boogie guitar which builds to a
Sladc-cum-Crccdcncc-CIcarwatcr peak,
rocking into an increasingly enjoyable
LP that has both soul and class.
Dave Walker, who has since left
Savoy to join Fleetwood Mac, was
not a particularly extraordinary lead
singer, but he worked very effectively
within the structure of the group and
the group sound. Kim Simmonds is
his usual proficient self, turning out
guitar solos to be admired if not
gaped at.
The best track on the album is the
road song “So Tired.” Once again the
sound is very similar to the driving
pulse of bands such as Slade. But this
is slightly more controlled than Slade;
the difference between the two bands
is that Savoy Brown doesn’t have to
fight you to get your attention—they
can win it by playing well.
The rest of the line-up included
Paul Raymond on keyboards and
rhythm guitar; Andy Pyle on bass
guitar and Dave Bidwell on drums. At
least that was the line-up in Septem
ber . . . and they’ve made a really
pleasing record.

The Bee Gees—To Whom It May
Concern (Atco)
To Whom It May Concern contains
the hit single “Run To Me,” which is
a really nice record; so, in fact, are
all of The Bee Gees’ singles. But a
single docs not an album make, and
this is a boring album.
The first three Bee Gees albums
were not just good—they were fabu
lous. They were sentimental memen
tos of romantic rock—well-done, deli
cious schlock guaranteed to bring a
tear to your eye. But this is 1972, and
somehow the lush orchestrations don’t
seem very relevant any more (most
groups are up to the mellotron), and
the harmonies still wavering in the
breeze seem feeble now.
One little song is called “I Held A
Party (and nobody came)." Maybe
it should have been called “I made a
record and nobody bought it.” If you
are a Bee Gees freak, nothing will
stop you from picking up this record,
since it is so much like all the others.
In fact, with its waltzes, orchestra and
sobbing, quivering voices, To Whom
It May Concern might just as well
have been called “greatest hits.” It has
nothing new to say.
•
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A NEW ALBUM BY CAT STEVENS ON AMI RECORDS.
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The Unlikeliest
Super Group Since Cream
West, Bruce & Laing
by Michele Hush
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\A/cll into the wee hours of a hot
▼ * summer night this past August,
Jack Bruce stood alone in a small
New York recording studio in the
midst of a claustrophobic maze of
sound equipment, working on one of
the songs destined to appear several
months later on the new West, Bruce
& Laing LP, Why Dontcha (on Col
umbia Records). In an adjoining con
trol room, producer Andy Johns su
pervised the tape machines as Jack
lay down track after track of vocal
overdubs. After two days spent
searching for the proper treatment of
a new West, Bruce and Laing song,
“Out into the Fields,” Jack had re
turned to his original arrangement and
was now supplementing it with an en
tirely self-made vocal chorus. Leslie
West and Corky Laing, who had fin
ished their segments of the track, had
wandered off somewhere, content to
let Jack play out his imagination.
When the two musicians returned to
the studio and heard the finished
product—a swelling symphony of
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voices approximating the eerie sounds
which might have emanated from a
Medieval monastery—they absolutely
freaked out.
As Jack carried the
main vocal, the ethereal strains of
the Jackettes rose and fell in the back
ground:
Out into the fields I’ll go flying
Lovers of trains will watch my
tracks
. . . Lovers 6f the stars will see
my wake
. . . And me trying my wings . . .
“Out into the Fields”
by Bruce, Brown, West and Laing
’ (Copyright 1972 Upfall Music
Corporation and Bruce Music Ltd.)

When Jack Bruce heard the playback
of all those hours of effort, he was so
moved that he actually cried. And two
months later, Leslie West, relaxing in
his Woodstock home while the band
prepared for their second U.S. tour,
spoke of the song as one of his favor
ites. Recalling that night last summer,
he still sounded amazed. “It was Jack

MUSIC

When the two weeks in the studio
recording Why Dontcha were over,
Jack Bruce was more excited
than the father of quintuplets.
It was greater than his own group,
he said, greater than any
group the world had ever seen.

West, Bruce & Laing
„ ’s recent tour offered
an unprecedented
. - - opportunity to see why
a sophisticated Brith
British Clapton crony

and roll with a chunky Mountain-man
from Long Island.

and the Jackettes out there man, sing
in’ fourteen harmonies. We just sat
there and let him do his thing that he
had in his head. . .
And it’s no
wonder that he was amazed. The song
is really quite incredible.
The week it all began: The story
behind the actual formation of West,
Bruce and Laing goes like this: Moun
tain had been booked for a British
and European tour during February
of 1972, but Leslie and Corky de
cided to leave for London a month
ahead of time. They’d always liked
England, and thought that this might
be a good opportunity to just relax,
buy some clothes and have a good
time with their British friends. So
Leslie rented an enormous London
flat—at the equally enormous price
of eighty pounds (about $300) per
week—and they settled down to goof
ing off. However, certain ulterior mo
tives were lurking behind this seem
ingly innocent facade.
Several weeks, prior to their de
parture for England, Leslie and Corky
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had realized that Felix Pappalardi was
getting tired of touring and wanted
to spend more time at home. While
sympathizing with Pappalardi’s feel
ings, the two musicians could not
share them: they liked touring and
wanted to do as much of it as pos
sible. So, when they arrived in Eng
land, the backs of their minds held
a desire—conscious or unconscious—
to find a way out of their problem.
The bass guitar escape hatch: As
time has shown us, that “way” turned
out to be Jack Bruce. In response to
West and Laing’s suggestion that they
get together and play, Jack Bruce
took a train to London from his coun
try home (a train, because his Ferrari
was out of commission), met the two
“foreigners” for dinner, and took
them up on their offer. From the first
note they played together, West,
Bruce and Laing knew that this was
the combination they had all been
waiting for; however, before they
could do anything about it, they had
various obligations to fulfill. There
was the Mountain tour, of course, and
Bruce was committed to a European
tour with his own band.
In the days before they were forced
to go their separate ways,, the incipient
group spent time getting to know each
other better out at Jack’s house.
Their friendship quickly reached as
tonishing proportions, proportions so
awesome that on Corky’s birthday
(Janupry 26th), Jack presented him
with a brand new, absolutely phenom
enal-looking sportscar. Some birthday
present. When Corky saw the sleek
machine sitting in Jack’s garage, he
got so excited that he promptly threw
up.
By the time Felix arrived in Eng
land in February, he was already
aware of Corky and Leslie’s friend

ship with his old friend. Jack Bruce.
Far from feeling left out in any way,
he was delighted. The formation of
West, Bruce and Laing provided the
opportunity he had wanted—the op
portunity to stay home and devote
more time to producing records.
Knowing that they were about to
break up, Mountain completed their
British tour and cancelled their Euro
pean dates. Bruce, meanwhile, hon
ored his engagements in Germany and
then disbanded his group and re
turned to London. What followed was
sheer magic.
The jam that set the Who on fire:
Island Records’ west London studios
arc hidden down a side street just a
brisk walk away from the fruit stands
and chaotic flea markets of the cvcrexotic Portobello Road. It is not what
anyone would call an affluent neigh
borhood. Nevertheless, day after day
a jam-up of expensive cars crowds the
narrow expanse of Basing Street just
outside Island’s black door. Not sur
prisingly, this tiny strip of concrete
has been the scene of many a dented
fender. (According to one story, a
certain member of Traffic, tooling
around in his mammoth American
crate, did quite a job on the previous
ly perfect Rolls Royce of engineer
Glyn Johns.) It’s all rather hard to
relate to, but that’s show biz.
One noon during the frozen waste
land which descends on London in
mid-winter (especially last winter,
during which the place was shivering
through a coal strike), the usual Bas
ing Street clutter included a Ferrari
registered to a Mr. Jack Bruce, as
well as a Rolls Royce, rented out by
a Mr. Leslie West and his sidekick,
Corky Laing. Meanwhile, inside the
studios the three musicians were setLeslie West, guitar: How many times do
you find a 250 pound kid from Forest
Hills, Queens, who used to dig hanging
out with a guitar around his neck playing
as an equal with one of British rock’s liv
ing legends?

West, Bruce & Laing: Producer Andy
Johns stared through the studio’s con
trol room window In utter fascination.
Members of the Who sat on the edges
of their swivel chairs with their pulses
pounding. The first West, Bruce & Laing
jam was a monster.
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ting the place in flames with an im
promptu rendition of the old Stones
great. “Play with Fire.” Producer
Andy Johns (brother of Glynn) peer
ed out from the black-upholstered
control room in fascination. In an ad
joining studio, members of the Who
listened intently and then, as the jam
ended, raced into the other room and
offered both their congratulations and
their entire stock of sound equipment,
in the case that West. Bruce and
Laing might care to do a tour. Well,
that did it. Everybody was convinced

Jack Bruce, bass: Bruce’s Ferrari was
out of commission, so he hopped onto
a train and took off for West’s $300 a
week temporary London apartment to see
what the lad had up his sleeve.

Corky Laing, drums: Six years ago he took
the bus from Canada to New York and
ended up playing drums at a Long Island
Beach Club. Now he's touring with a
super heavy who gleefully gave him a
sports car as if it were a stick of chewing
gum.
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that this combination was the right
one.
Cold sweat on a hot night: From
that point on everything rolled along
with startling smoothness. First of ail,
the anticipated managerial hassles
turned out to be easily solved; and
then when the musicians said they
wanted to tour, six weeks worth of
dates were booked in four days. By
April, after a flood of headlines in the
British press, West, Bruce and Laing
were off to conquer America.
On that first night they brought
their music before the public, the
musicians were scared. Everything
had happened so quickly, so many
decisions had been made in so little
time that the thought of getting up
there in front of an audience was ter
rifying, even to a group of seasoned
performers. But, as Leslie said, “When
we hit the first notes we started smil-

ing and didn’t believe it . . . ’cause
then it was real.”
That first tour was a raving success,
or, as one of the band put it, “about
38 nights of highlights.” Formerly
skeptical critics, wary of the Moun
tain influence which they had found
so unlikablc in the past, wrote glow
ing reviews in which they expressed
both delight and amazement. And,
more importantly. West, Bruce and
Laing themselves had discovered that
all their earlier years of working ex
perience had finally paid off. They
knew what they were doing with this
group: they knew what they wanted,
they felt free to express their differ
ences within the group, so that noth
ing was held back and left to fester.
Jack Bruce—who is, one must ad
mit, prone to over-enthusiasm—ran
around telling everybody that this
band was the best thing that had ever

happened to him, that it was better
than his own band, better than Cream,
better than just about anything, and
even that Leslie was the greatest gui
tar player in the entire world. Even
when you take all that with the pro
verbial grain of salt, it docs seem that
the man is very happy.
In any event, despite the fact that
when they finally went into the stu
dios this summer they hadn’t played
together in five months, on Why
Dontcha, West, Bruce and Laing have
cooked up enough music to pleasantly
surprise even the most cynical critic.
Their second U.S. tour, during which
they have debuted many of their new
songs, was something they looked for
ward to for months. And with one
album just released for public con
sumption, they are already anxious to
get back into the studios for more.
West. Bruce and Laing are apparently
wrapped up in a nearly manic mutual
admiration society which just won’t
quit. When asked about their feelings
on the new group, Leslie and Corky
came up with this:

Leslie: “It feels different.”
Corky: “It feels brand new”
Leslie: “It’s nice, because I’ll tell
ya. I can picture what it’s like
to have nothing. And to have
something like this . . . it’s just
very fortunate. . . .”
Then, in a final attempt to grasp
for the right words. Leslie asked,
“Well, how do you describe some
thing that is really, really good?’’
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Slade: Love Me Or I'll Kick You In The
Head With My Silver Boots

I
Slade: Skinheads in silver boots show
England that ugly is beautiful. But would

you let your sister marry one?

A 11 right everybody, let your hair
71 down ... let your hair down
... I want to see everybody get off
their seats, clap your hands and stamp
your feet . . . GET DOWN AND
GET WITH IT!"
One/Two/Three/Four . . . stomp
. . . stomp . . . stomp goes the music.
• Hands start clapping and bodies start
swaying, feet start stamping and girls
start fainting. It’s somewhere between
a revival meeting, a Nazi rally, a rock
and roll concert and a down-and-outdrunkcn-free-for-all. It's a riot by any
standards, and the group that’s caus
ing it all is Slade. Why? Because
that's the way Slade like it to be.
Slade (whose latest album is called
Slade Alive! (Polydor)) arc from the
north of England. They all live in an
industrial city just south of Birming
ham called Wolverhampton. They
speak with broad accents that bring
back a faint glimmer of those past
days we all remember. They’re not
pretty; in fact, they’re downright
homely. Several years ago they all cut
their hair to skinhead length, wore
suspci KJyrs <md combat boots and
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tried to make it that way. It didn’t
work. Now, they wear silver plat
form boots, plaid knickers and long
hair. But no matter how much silver
and glitter they throw around, they’re
still not cosmic. In the old days the
headlines read, “Would you let your
daughter marry a Rolling Stone?”
Now (especially since Marc Bolan
married) mothers quiver at the very
vision of their daughters coming
home lovingly clutching the hand of
Dave Hull ((lead
’-"-’ guitar),
'
Noddy
Holder (lead vocals). Jimmy Lea
(bass guitar) or Don Powell (drum
mer) of Slade.

Were they ugly enough? T.Rex
thought so. Though it appears on the
surface that Slade is enjoying an over
night success, they’ve been working
together for about five years. In the
beginning they were called Ambrose
Slade. Then, when the name was
shortened to Slade, they brought out
an album on Atlantic Records called
Play It Loud. Around this time in
England, Britain’s youth, then search
ing for musical decadence to sink

their teeth into, discovered them.
Though nothing had really changed,
“Get Down And Get With It,” “Cos
I Luv You” and “Take Me Back
’Ome” sailed up the English charts.
Soon they had T.Rex clattering off
from the high number one spot and
Rod Stewart stopping cold in his
tracks. It looked as though Chas
Chandler, original bass guitarist from
the Animals and ex-manager of Jimi
Hendrix knew what he was doing by
managing and producing this band of
roughnecks.
The band is coarse. Maybe that’s
why the English working class youths
love them so. Instead of having to
settle for warmed-over, upper-class
refined funk by the likes of Masters
Jagger and Bolan, these new idols arc
just like the kids themselves. They
don't speak perfectly, they don’t look
beautiful and they don’t make any
attempt to hide it. Their clothes are
take-offs on construction workers’
gear. It doesn’t matter that the boots
arc silver: they're still bovver boots
that are good enough to kick ass with.
The words are plain and simple: “If
you feel like shoutin’, say whatever
you like, it all adds to the atmo
sphere.” Noddy Holder, the bulging
eyed, slightly paunchy lead singer
calls out. “So, all you drunken louts,
say what you will . . .” And, as the
beer flows and the tension reaches
yet another orgasmic peak, the girls
start screaming and the boys start
dancing madly.
Belches are a girl’s best friend.
That's another of the unique things
about Slade. While the little girls arc
getting turned on by the slightly
sweeter looks of Jimmy Lea and Dave
Hill, the guys in the audience arc ad
miring the toughness of Noddy Hold
er and the stamina and drive that
keep Don Powell drumming at such
a feverish pitch.
The beat lets up only long enough
to allow for “Darling Be Home
Soon.” Sandwiched between the gen
tle vocals (Noddy usually comes
across in much the same way as Steve
Marriott did in early Small Faces
days) and the tight harmony work of
Dave Hill. Noddy Holder belches.
Right in the middle of a chorus, just
as the girls begin to soften with senti
mentality, the music gets just that
little bit uglier than all the other
sounds around. Slade arc ugly, but
they're human, much more so than
any group the English have identified
with in years.
, •
by Janis Schacht
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Chi Coltrane: The Fruit Off Her Vine
Was Ready For Picking
Thunder and lightning
I tell you it’s frightening
Thunder and lightning
And you're in control

i

\X7hen Chi Coltrane steps onstage,
Vv it’s perfectly clear who is in
control. Pounding out rock riffs in the
grandest of Leon Russell piano styles,
tall, long-haired Ms. Coltrane's hard,
driving sound usually succeeds in
bringing an audience to its feet within
a few minutes. The reason? Talent,
that's all. Just plain talent.
Coming out of nowhere with a hit
single (“Thunder and Lightning")
and a hit album {Chi Coltrane—Col
umbia) seems an almost impossible
task these days, especially on your
first try. But Chi Coltrane is someone
who is used to having the odds against
her.
Born in the less than inspiring town
of Racine, Wisconsin, singer-writerpianist Chi had hcr first dose of music
at the tender age of eight. The beau
tiful, blond-haired girl recalls, “1 lived
next door to a little girl I went to
school with. She used to ask me to
come over and play. She had a piano.
I would never play dolls with hcr,
which annoyed hcr a bit. Instead, I
would pound away at the piano. I
went crazy over it.
“My parents, who were normal
folks, heard about it and thought it
was pretty freaky. My mother really
didn't pay too much attention to my
interest, but she had always wanted
a piano in the house; so with a little
encouragement on my part we got
one. It was an old beat-up upright,
which was all out of tunc and stuff,
but I really dug it. It was a little bit
of heaven.”
Bringing Chicago to its feet: By
the time she was twelve, Chi had mas
tered quite a few instruments, includ
ing the piano. She went to choir
school to learn how to read music
and then, while still in hcr teens, she
left the two dimensional world of
Racine to pursue the "city life.”
“1 wanted to tackle the nearest big
city," says Chi, speaking quickly in
hcr sensuous, low monotone. “I came
to Chicago with a little bit of bread
and went hungry for a while, living
in a room for a few bucks a week.
The first thing I did was look for a
gig"
And, boy, did she gig—everywhere
from the smallest coffee house to the
rabbit-infested Playboy Club. After a

few years, Chi was Chicago’s top per
former and, as such, was discovered
by Columbia Records and flown to
L.A. to record her first LP.
The album, a collection of eleven
tunes with the accent on funk, high
lights Chi’s gutsy vocals and pulsating
keyboard work. The finished product
is tight, and the sound is slick—which,
acording to Chi, is exactly how things
were planned.
“A lot of artists make their first
record before they’re ready to. Some
times it takes them three or four al
bums before they find their own
sound. With me it’s different. In my
case, the fruit was so ripe on the tree,
it was ready to fall off. When my
recording chance came along, I was
ready for it.”
No tinsel town tactics: '“I record
everything with a purpose,” Chi states,
with a business-like demeanor. ‘‘I
don't just slap lyrics together for the
heck of it. I don't write that kind of
stuff. The kind of stuff that peoph
people
say ’everyone can identify with,'
make sure I can identify with the
lyrics. They're my experiences, not
universal ones.”
The album's success doesn’t surprise Chi. who refuses to play the
role of a wide-eyed starlet. “It’s been
hard work,” she says seriously. “I
didn’t take any short cuts. It's not
the ‘yoo-hoo I'm a star’ bit. It’s been
like working years to get a degree or
a diploma. I had a dream and I tried
really hard to work for it. I wrote
’Thunder and Lightning' to see it be
come a hit. To me, the record happen
ing is not a tinsel-town, Hollywood
hack thing or just luck, it’s the end
result of years of work.”
Chi Coltrane’s refreshing down to
earth view of music doesn't stop with
her present success—it extends into
the future, as well. The shape of
things to come holds even bigger hap
penings. says Chi. “I've got some dy
namite stuff for the next album, which
I hope to start working on in January.
I don't want to rush it, because I feci
my first LP is a good one, and I want
people to digest it before I put out
another seven-course meal. I want
every album to be a full meal, with
appetizers, dessert . . . everything. I
don’t want any filler material on any
of my albums."
Smiling. Chi adds. “After all. I’d
only be cheating myself. My work is
l vc S°'
. by Ed Naha
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Chi Coltrane: No tinsel-town, wide-eyed
starlet, Chi’s music >s as carefully. con
trolled as an ICBM launching.
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Ramatam:
The Brooklyn Bridge Meets
Hendrix Hype

MIKE PINERA

MITCH MITCHELL

CARLOS GARCIA

TOMMY SULLIVAN

Ramatam: Add a chick guitarist to
former Hendrix drummer, add some bi
zarre rock gymnastics, and you get a
three-ring circus that’s struggling for sur
viva I.

■p amatam is a supergroup, caught
AV in a three ring circus atmosphere
filled with legend, stardom and inner
strife. The group—Mike Pinera on
vocals and guitar: April Lawton on
lead guitar; Mitch Mitchell on drums;
Tommy Sullivan on reeds and key
boards; and Carlos Garcia on bass

is trapped in its own shadow. Before
their first LP was even released, the
legend of Ramatam was flashing its
way to all the rock publications, com
plete with melodramatic plots and
cliche-ridden pieces of rock erotica.
Mitch Mitchell was supposedly saved
from his private rock limbo (after

Hendrix died, what was left?) by sexy
guitarist first class, April Lawton.
Ms. Lawton, meanwhile, was rumored
to be out-Hendrixing Hendrix in terms
of onstage axe antics. If the S&M rock
crowd wasn't satisfied with April’s
vices, there was always ex-iron Butter
fly Mike Pinera to grunt ’em on.
Ramatam the group. Ramatam the
hype. But what about the people? Re
sembling mere mortals more than the
pop demigods they're rumored to be,
April Lawton and Tommy Sullivan
sat in one of Atlantic Records' New
York conference rooms to discuss
both their first Atlantic album (Ramalam) and the group itself. Bearded
Tommy Sullivan fiddled with a pencil
and attempted to shed some light on
the three ring spectre lurking omin
ously over the Ramatam circus.
In search of a sound: The nu
cleus of the group goes back to when
I played with the Brooklyn Bridge,”
he said “I was with that group from
the beginning and when our guitarist
left, April auditioned. Our music was
really stale, so when April joined us it
was really like a breath of fresh air.”
From that point on, the team of
Sullivan and Lawton began writing
songs. After leaving the group aid
signing with Atlantic a year ago, the
duo was tipped off that Mitch Mitch
ell was roaming the English count: ysidc in search of a band. The two
flew to England, where they eventu
ally jammed with Mitch and bassist
Ric Grech, of Blind Faith infamy.
“We got together to jam, and every
one really flipped over the stuff,”
smiles Tom. “But people told us it
wasn’t commercial enough. Mitch de
cided to stick with us, in spite of the
fact that we didn't know where we
were heading.”
Returning Stateside, the wheels of
Ramatam began churning; and April,
Mitch and Tommy (minus Grech)
were ushered into Miami’s Criterea
Studios to record their debut album.
“There were a lot of problems with
the album,’’ recalls Tom. “The LP is
not a valid representation of where
the group is at today. Our musical
scope has broadened. I mean. Rama
tam actually met in the British studio
during that first jam session. We were
brought together there. We didn’t
know each other and had never gigged
together. Most of us hadn’t even
played in public for over a year.
There was a musical clash between
Mitch and our bassist, Russ Smith.
Russ isn’t with us anymore. Everyone
held back in the studio. If we had
the chance to play together for a
couple of weeks before recording, I

imi
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think the album would have been a
lot stronger. We’re not disappointed
with it. it’s very commercial; but J
always tell people to come see us
before they buy the record, because
Ramatam is much more exciting live.”
Muffling jazz overtones: Onstage,
aside from some bizarre rock gym
nastics, the group is noteworthy for
their unique blend of jazz-rock with
folk flavor.

“We’re just not another rock or
blues group,” Tom stresses. “We im
provise a lot on stage. At times we
lean towards jazz like Coltrane and
Mahavishnu, but we have to control
ourselves in that category because a
lot of people aren’t ready for that.
I had a chick come up to me the other
day and ask me what instrument I
played. I told her sax, and she said,
‘Sax? Wow, I’ve never seen a sax!’
It was amazing.”
From the center ring, comely April
Lawton offers her views of the Rama
tam sideshow. “Well, the publicity has
helped us and hurt us. A lot of people
expect something that we’re not. It's
irritating at times.”
One source of concern to April,
who’s been a student of guitar for
nine years, is the fact that she is fre
quently burdened with the problem
atic label of “the world’s greatest fe
male rock guitarist.”
“I would prefer simply to play my
guitar and have the people react to
my talent and not my sex. I’m a gui
tarist. The sexist brand is just a copout. It’s easier to label than to listen.
Critics arc not willing to say ’she is
this or she is that.’ Instead, they say,
’She’s a female’.”
Continuing their embryonic jour
ney: The future of Ramatam balances
precariously beneath the rock big top.
The struggle for direction, the internal
strife that Hares up occasionally, the
attempts to outlive the hype—all pitch
the trio headlong into the rough
waters of their musical fate.
“We’re going to disappear for a few
months,” reveals Tommy. “We’re go
ing to regroup and rehearse. The sec
ond album is sort of in the works.
We have a lot of tunes written, but
we want to make sure our timing is
right.”
April nods in agreement, adding,
“People should be prepared for Rama
tam. Something different is happening.
Something that’s not going to end.
Something that’s growing and chang
ing and expanding. I'd like everyone
to catch on to it, follow it, become
part of it.”
Ramatam ... a supergroup struggling for survival.
. by E<J Naha

Danny O'Keefe:
"Goodtime Charlie" Sings A
Blue Note
T f Harry Nilsson were a country
1 st rummer, he might sound very

much like Danny O’Keefe. Perhaps
this is why Danny’s single, “Good
Time Charlie’s Got The Blues,” is
racing up the American charts; for
not only docs it appeal to the coun
try music fans, it tickles the cars of
the folkics and warms the hearts of
the easy-listening music lovers. Even
those undergrounders who love the
lazy sweetness of Nilsson have to ad
mit the guy’s got style.
When Danny was just a young ’un
out in the wilds of Wenatchee, Wash
ington, he used to listen to country
music on the radio. Living in a rather
sad-looking renovated garage apart
ment with his family, he dreamt of
the day when he would jump on the
stage and sing his heart out. The
people in his neighborhood looked
down on guitar pickers, so Danny
O’Keefe suddenly found the way to
rebel—he went at the guitar with open
fervor.
By the time Danny O’Keefe had
entered high school, his family had
moved him half-way across America
to St. Paul, Minnesota, where he
was enrolled in a military academy.
By the time O’Keefe had graduated,
he was playing coffee houses all over
Minneapolis, and childhood dream
number one was realized: he had fi
nally made it to the stage.

thrust of fame. All of a sudden he’s a
household word. Everyone’s playing
his new album. Danny O’Keefe (Sign
post), and raving over "Good Time
Charlie,’’ the sensitive story of an
aging wanderer. Charlie's not old. only
thirty-three, but he conveys an air of
universality as he watches all his
friends leave town, and he wonders
just how long he’s got before he loses
perspective on life and throws respon
sibilities to the wind.
Danny is a melody writer like John
Denver and Harry Nilsson, a story
teller who can stand proudly beside
the likes of Harry Chapin, and a Cajun
rocker in the best fashion of Doug
Kershaw. He can rock with “The
Question (Obviously)’’ and then slip
into some real smooth, down-home
pickin’ in “Honky Tonkin’,” remind
ing us of his country roots. Danny
O’Keefe has the flexibility and the
talent to stay on the scene for a long
time to come. • by Janis Schacht

Danny O’Keefe: A motorcycle crack-up
didn’t injure his writing hand; and
stepped out of the hospital a star.

Singing a blue note in a hospital:
While Danny was playing the mid
West coffee house circuit, he met
some highly talented people. Some
weekends he’d find himself on the bill
with bluesmen Dave Ray and Tony
Glover. One night he was even given
the honor of playing back-up to folk/
blues hero Reverend Gary Davis. But
soon after he returned to his native
Washington, perhaps while he was
fantasizing over the good times in St.
Paul, O’Keefe suffered a rather severe
motorcycle accident. While recuper
ating, Danny began to really write
seriously, and it was only a matter of
time after his recovery that he was
signed to a major recording deal,
which led to his first album, Danny
O'Keefe (Atlantic).
Now Danny’s switched to the new
Atlantic subsidiary, Signpost Records.
And with his move comes a sudden
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In 1972, a Pittsburgh preacher denounced
Alice Cooper ( below left ) from the pul
pit, a self-appointed British censor tried
to wipe him off the airwaves, and the
University of Houston student body elect
ed him home-coming queen. The astonish
ing Carnegie Hall debut of David Bowie
( opposite page ) attracted more pink,
green and blue hair, dyed afros, men in
gowns, and girls with silver glitter glued
to their cheeks than America had ever
seen gathered in one audience before.
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The Seven Mostsfc*
.^Outrageous Rocket
%** Stars Of 1972
!

Hordes of mascaraed male rockers and battling
multi-million dollar managers made
1972 The Year Of The Unbelievable.
1972 was the year of unadulterated
I outrage in rock. It was the year
of men in hot pants and lipstick
mincing around the stage, baby dolls
hacked to bits amid showers of blood,
and lawsuits so large they rivaled the
Pentagon budget. It was the year of
a Cocker comeback that competed
with the Howard Hughes affair for
intrigue and suspense, a T. Rex tour

that rivalled the downfall of Oedipus
for tragic disappointment, and a Cros
by, Stills, Nash and Young breakup so
murky that not even the group itself
seemed to know if ft Was styj to_
gether. But despite the billowing
clouds of stage smoke, the heaps of
silver sparkles, and the countless
storms of controversy, there were
seven rock^f^____ outrageous
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For two years running, Grand Funk Rail
road (
above left
) captured the rec
ord for outraging the largest number of
critics. This year they captured the rec
ord for bogging down the highest number
of judges, lawyers and courtroom clerks.
Leon Russell’s (
below right
) stag
gering three-and-a-half month, 600,000 at
tendance 1972 tour may have started out
as a godless sexual carnival, but it ended
up as a love-filled holy crusade. The critics
had Elton John ( opposite page ) dead
and buried. But he came back from the
grave with a force that took their breath
away.

tJWCO,
that they stood out'like King Kong
marching through a crowd of extras
for Planet of the Apes.
Alice's Panties: When it came to
being outrageous in 1972, there was
no one . . . but no one . . . who
could compete with Alice Cooper.
Oceans of rosy-cheeked, innocent
children flocked to American, Eng
lish and European theaters to see a
grown man dressed in torn women’s
tights and mascara hack off a baby
dolls’ leg with an axe, lasciviously
bite the severed thigh, then toss the
bloody memento into the crowd. But
while the converted were swarming
toward the stage to catch the coldly
mangled pieces, their parents were
screaming in red hot rage. Life Maga
zine’s middle-aged rock critic, Albert
Goldman, bellowed that ‘‘the advance
publicity for Alice Cooper almost
turned my stomach.” A disturbed
Pittsburgh preacher delivered an im
passioned sermon entitled “Can the
Church Compete With Alice Cooper
—or Boredom as an Enemy of Life.”
And Mrs. Mary Whitehouse, head of
England’s “National Viewers’ and Lis
teners’ Association,” sent a spate of
letters to government leaders and the
BBC
stridently
demanding
that
“School’s Out” be expunged from the
airwaves before it could trigger “in-

creasing violence in the schools.” But
as the cries of protest grew shriller,
Alice’s spectacles grew ever more as
tonishing. At stadiums in New Jersey
and California, helicopters dropped a
torrent of paper panties on the crowd
while onstage Alice was dragged to the
gallows. In England Alice captured
headlines for staging “a strip show
riot.” And in Munich Alice rode into
town on ... a blandly un-scxual ele
phant!
David Bowie’s Super-Sex: If Alice
Cooper was the biggest outrage of the
year, David Bowie was the harshest,
weirdest, and most tantalizing shock.
A year ago when the British press
gave a series of Bowie interviews fullpage coverage, it looked as if David
was getting the star treatment not for
his music or performing skills, but
because he sometimes wore a dress
and openly admitted to being gay. But
when Bowie stepped onstage in Cleve
land, Ohio, ten months later with his
gold and black jumpsuit and his blaz
ing carrot-orange hair, then gave an
electrifying performance of songs from
Ziggy Stardust, it became obvious that
he was more than just a man with a
gimmick. Newspapers and TV stations
began to cover David as if he were
1972’s answer to the Beatles. Flam
boyant drag queens in plumed hats
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and multi-colored afros began to
storm the stage wherever David play
ed. And David’s Ziggy Stardust LP
rose to a higher place on the Circus
Top Twenty than the Rolling Stones’
Exile On Main Street. By the time
Bowie's wife—the girl with the purplc-and-red-streakcd hair—deserted his
tour for England amid rumors that
she had nipped rock writer Lillian
Roxanne's breast and fondled a fellow
female during her husband’s Carnegie
Hall concert, one thing had become a
foregone conclusion. In 1973 David
Bowie was going to be the strangest
rock monster America had ever seen.
Jagger’s Nude Birthday Cake:
When Mick Jagger dashed onto the
sparkling white stage erected special
ly for the occasion in New York’s
enormous Madison Square Garden
and began to prance like a high-speed,
spastic chorus girl—punching the air,
dangling one leg like a broken tree

limb, and stretching his arms like
glider wings—he brought to a close
a 3O-city $4,000,000 tour that had
probably created more furor than any
other musical event in history. Dick
Cavett put Jagger on television, Life
Magazine gave him a cover, Time
worshipped him with a major article
and an unprecedented two-page essay
complete with color photos, and Bos
ton’s mayor interceded personally to
bail Jagger and Richard out of a
Rhode Island jail after they'd been
arrested for brawling with a photog
rapher. But the grand finale came af
ter the last custard pie had been
thrown and the last overwhelming en
core had been given on the Madison
Square Garden stage. At two A.M.
that morning, Mick and his wife Bi
anca strolled through the lushly dec
orated entrance to New York’s ex
clusive St. Regis Roof and joined a
crowd of 500 for Mick’s 29th birth-

Photos: Dagmar

day party—a party some said ushered
in a new era of social decadence. Zsa
Zsa Gabor, Huntington Hartford,
Woody Allen, Tennessee Williams,
Andy Warhol, and Mrs. Jacob Javits
all jostled past tables where expen
sively dressed unknowns smoked
joints, sipped champagne, and snorted
cocaine. Count Basie played his piano
and Muddy Waters looked on with
astonishment as Warhol protege Gerry
Miller popped out of a five-foot birth
day cake totally nude save for two
black pasties and a garter, then spread
her legs and wiggled her breasts jn
Mick’s direction. Said an amused Bob
Dylan on his way to the bar for an
other drink, “It’s the beginning of cos
mic consciousness.”
Black Sabbath Kicks Back: The
cries of outrage mingled strangely
with the roars of adoration as Black
Sabbath plowed stalwartly onward
with their demon-rousing rock in a
new LP (Black Sabbath, Vol. 4), but
capped a year of unbelievably fre
quent last-second concert cancella
tions with the unkindest cut of all—
the announcement that they would
utterly abandon playing the United
States. When Sabbath returned from
the colonies late in the fall with Tony
lommi ill and Ozzie Osbourne looking
like a corpse, their manager told a
stunned reporter that the group had
had it—there would be no more tours
of America. A week later, Ozzie Os
bourne admitted that the band would
be touring the States again after all,
perhaps as early as this April. But
still it seemed as if the mere threat
to stop appearing here was like a kick
to the groin of the country that had
made them great. On closer inspec
tion, however, it appeared that per-
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haps Black Sabbath were the ones be
ing kicked around. In 1971, Ozzie Os
bourne had returned from a grueling
string of four American tours with
shattered nerves, a 106 degree temper
ature, and a throat infection. In the
fall of 1972, the managers of the Soda
Pop Festival in Chandler. Indiana, had
failed to provide enough helicopters
to carry the group’s equipment to the
festival site. The band couldn’t per
form. and the frustrated fans had
eventually burned down the stage.
And the list of Stateside mishaps goes
on and on. Small wonder, then, that
a disgusted Ozzie Osbourne finally
concluded, “America is the most Sata
nic country in the world.”
Grand Funk’s Atomic Squabble:
One short month into 1972, Grand
Funk’s super-manager, Terry Knight,
called Circus to leak the dramatic
suggestion that the three funky ones
from Flint, Michigan, might be hang
ing up their dancing shoes and leav
ing the concert scene forever. Two
weeks later, Knight made another sud
den and dramatic phone call to the
Circus offices. “Cancel that story,” he
said in carefully measured tones, “I’m
afraid something is happening that is
going to make it totally obsolete.”
What followed was the hottest, most
highly publicized, and most expen
sive scries of courtroom battles in the
recent history of rock. In a tense press
conference attended by all the major
wire services and TV networks, Terry
announced that the boys had attempt
ed to dismiss him as their personal
manager and producer. His voice
charged with emotion. Grand Funk’s
mentor explained his theory that
Mark, Don and Mel were mere inno
cent pawns who had been lead down

When the tour of the century came to an
end having grossed a staggering $4,000,000, Mick Jagger ( opposite page) com
plained that “If you take a million dollars
and divide it by eight, it doesn’t amount
to much.” Enraged fans everywhere from
Minneapolis to Maryland howled when
Black Sabbath ( above below ) cancelled
one concert after another at the last min
ute. But their howling would have grown ‘
to a roar if thev’d heard about Sabbath’s
plan to desert the States.
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the path to their own destruction by
the fast-talking tongue of Paul McCartney’s lawyer brother-in-law, John
Eastman. But, said Knight, if they
fought their way out of Eastman’s
power, he would welcome Grand
Funk back to his fold with warmly
opened arms. Yet Mark, Don and
Mel never returned to the fold. And
less than a week later, Terry started
filing over half a dozen lawsuits
whose bank-book shaking concussions
mounted day by day until they finally
totalled over fifty-five million dollars.
Leon Becomes A Saint: When the
curtain went up in Philadelphia’s
Coliseum for one of Leon Russell’s
first concerts after a year’s absence
from the American stage, it revealed
a lusty, satyr-like Leon leading a
troupe of eight musicians and three
slinky black songstresses through a
sensual, rousing rock orgy Leon had
titled “The Leon Russell Rock Car
nival.” It was obvious that unabashed
sexuality was the theme of the new
Russell image.
Halfway through
"Jumping Jack Flash” the lights went
up at the back of the stage, casting
the silhouettes of two topless dancers
onto a huge, translucent screen. As
the music pumped furiously to a climax, the dancers slowly unzipped their
jeans and lowered them to the floor.
But 50 shows and 400,000 fans later,
when Leon reached Charlotte, North
Carolina, a strange transformation
was beginning to take place. Leon had
temporarily renamed the show “The
Leon Russell Revival” and before the
show’s end brought former child
evangelist Marjoe onstage to say a
few words about God. And by the
time Leon Russell waddled onstage at
New York’s Nassau Colisseum bent
over as if he was glued to a toilet seat
and tapped a cymbal for silence, the
whole Russell circus had radically
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changed. “There was one point in my
life when I thought I wanted to stop
playing music and become a Pente
costal minister,” admitted the silverhaired singer, swaying rhythmically
on his piano bench, "but I thought it
over, so I get up on this stage every
night and I come to all the people
that I love. I just want you to know
that you’re not alone in the world.
I want you to know about the power
of love.” In the most outrageous
transformation of the year, the shag
gy, demonic master of space and time
had become a humble messenger of
the Lord.

Elton Tricks The Critics: After
the slamming he took from the critics
in 1971, it was a miracle that mildmannered piano pounder Elton John
ever dared to show his head in public
again. But show his head he did!
First by sending Mad Man Across
The Water sizzling to the top of the
charts. Then by casting aside his
heavy mantle of string accompani
ment and revealing the naked music
underneath on the number one smash
album Honky Chateau. And finally
by coming to America for a grueling
forty-five date tour that saw Elton
ambling onstage in his silver suit with
blue and red stripes, playing old and
new hits to thunderous ovations, ca
vorting around in slapstick skits with
ex-Bonzo Dog Band member “Legs”
Larry Smith, then bringing the house
down with his encore of “Hercules.”
It was an outrageous resurrection for
a man the critics said had been killed
by “over-hype.” But as if that wasn’t
enough. Elton took time off in mid
tour to fly back home for a small,
semi-private performance requested
by a lady who had never asked to see
a rock performer before in her life.
That lady? The Queen of England. •
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day party—a party some said ushered
in a new era of social decadence. Zsa
Zsa Gabor, Huntington Hartford,
Woody Allen, Tennessee Williams,
Andy Warhol, and Mrs. Jacob Javits
all jostled past tables where expen
sively dressed unknowns smoked
joints, sipped champagne, and snorted
cocaine. Count Basic played his piano
and Muddy Waters looked on with
astonishment as Warhol protege Gerry
Miller popped out of a five-foot birth
day cake totally nude save for two
black pasties and a garter, then spread
her legs and wiggled her breasts jn
Mick’s direction. Said an amused Bob
Dylan on his way to the bar for an
other drink, “It’s the beginning of cos
mic consciousness.”
Black Sabbath Kicks Back: The
cries of outrage mingled strangely
with the roars of adoration as Black
Sabbath plowed stalwartly onward
with their demon-rousing rock in a
new LP (Black Sabbath, Vol. 4), but
capped a year of unbelievably fre
quent last-second concert cancella
tions with the unkindest cut of all—
the announcement that they would
utterly abandon playing the United
States. When Sabbath returned from
the colonies late in the fall with Tony
lommi ill and Ozzie Osbourne looking
like a corpse, their manager told a
stunned reporter that the group had
had it—there would be no more tours
of America. A week later, Ozzie Os
bourne admitted that the band would
be touring the States again after all,
perhaps as early as this April. But
still it seemed as if the mere threat
to stop appearing here was like a kick
to the groin of the country that had
made them great. On closer inspec
tion, however, it appeared that per
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haps Black Sabbath were the ones be
ing kicked around. In 1971, Ozzie Os
bourne had returned from a grueling
string of four American tours with
shattered nerves, a 106 degree temper
ature. and a throat infection. In the
fall of 1972. the managers of the Soda
Pop Festival in Chandler, Indiana, had
failed to provide enough helicopters
to carry the group’s equipment to the
festival site. The band couldn’t per
form. and the frustrated fans had
eventually burned down the stage.
And the list of Stateside mishaps goes
on and on. Small wonder, then, that
a disgusted Ozzie Osbournc finally
concluded. “America is the most Sata
nic country in the world.”
Grand Funk’s Atomic Squabble:
One short month into 1972, Grand
Funk’s super-manager, Terry Knight,
called Circus to leak the dramatic
suggestion that the three funky ones
from Flint, Michigan, might be hang
ing up their dancing shoes and leav
ing the concert scene forever. Two
weeks later, Knight made another sud
den and dramatic phone call to the
Circus offices. “Cancel that story,” he
said in carefully measured tones, “I’m
afraid something is happening that is
going to make it totally obsolete.”
What followed was the hottest, most
highly publicized, and most expen
sive series of courtroom battles in the
recent history of rock. In a tense press
conference attended by all the major
wire services and TV networks, Terry
announced that the boys had attempt
ed to dismiss him as their personal
manager and producer. His voice
charged with emotion. Grand Funk’s
mentor explained his theory that
Mark, Don and Mel were mere inno
cent pawns who had been lead down

When the tour of the century came to an
end having grossed a staggering $4,000,000, Mick Jagger ( opposite page) com
plained that “If you take a million dollars
and divide it by eight, it doesn’t amount
to much.” Enraged fans everywhere from
Minneapolis to Maryland howled when
Black Sabbath ( above below ) cancelled
one concert after another at the last min
ute. But their howling would have grown ‘
to a roar if thev'd heard about Sabbath’s
plan to desert the States.
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filing over half a dozen lawsuits
I want you to know about the power
whose bank-book shaking concussions
of love.” In the most outrageous
mounted day by day until they finally
transformation of the year, the shag
totalled over fifty-five million dollars.
gy. demonic master of space and time
Leon Becomes A Saint: When the
had become a humble messenger of
the Lord.
curtain went up in Philadelphia’s
Coliseum for one of Leon Russell’s
Elton Tricks The Critics: After
first concerts after a year’s absence
the slamming he took from the critics
from the American stage, it revealed
in 1971, it was a miracle that milda lusty, satyr-like Leon leading a
mannered piano pounder Elton John
troupe of eight musicians and three
ever dared to show his head in public
slinky black songstresses through a
again. But show his head he did!
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First by sending Mad Man Across
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Carolina, a strange transformation
Larry Smith, then bringing the house
was beginning to take place. Leon had
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temporarily renamed the show “The
It was an outrageous resurrection for
Leon Russell Revival” and before the
a man the critics said had been killed
show’s end brought former child
by “over-hype.” But as if that wasn’t
evangelist Marjoe onstage to say a
enough, Elton took time off in mid
few words about God. And by the
tour to fly back home for a small,
time Leon Russell waddled onstage at
semi-private performance requested
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by a lady who had never asked to see
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Selections chosen from our panel of experts: Joe Cannon. Terry Knight. Lillian Roxon,
Howard Stein. Please select one nominee per category. Circle your choice.

Group
Alice Cooper
Allman Brothers
Black Sabbath
Bread
Deep Purple
Emerson, Lake & Palmer
Grand Funk Railroad
Grateful Dead
Humble Pie
Jefferson Airplane
Jethro Tull
The Kinks
Led Zeppelin
Manassas
Moody Blues
Pink Floyd
Poco
Rolling Stones
T. Rex
Three Dog Night
Uriah Heep
The Who
Yes

Best New Group
America
Argent
Atomic Rooster
Black Oak Arkansas
Blue Oyster Cult
Captain Beyond
David Bowie
Doobie Brothers
Eagles
Flash
Foghat
Frampton’s Camel
Jo Jo Gunne
Loggins & Messina
Malo
New York Dolls
Phlorescent Leech &
Eddie
Raspberries
Rory Gallagher
Slade
Todd Rundgren
West. Bruce & Laing
Wishbone Ash

Misc. Instrument
Ian Anderson (Flute)
Bob Dylan (Harmonica)
Keith Emerson (Moog)

George Harrison (Sitar)
Jim Pankow (Trumpet &
Woodwinds)
Mike Pinder (Mellotron)
Jim Price (Horns)

Best Songwriter
Jon Anderson
Elton John/Bernie
Taupin
Carole King
Ken Loggins/Jim Messina
Don McLean
Paul Simon
Cat Stevens •
Neil Young

Drums
Ginger Baker
John Bonham
Don Brewer
Bill Bruford
Graeme Edge
Jim Keltner
Lee Kerslake
Keith Moon
Carl Palmer
Ian Paice
Neil Smith
Butch Trucks
Ringo Starr
Charlie Watts

Bass
Jack Bruce
Geezer Butler
Jack Casady
Peter Cetera
Steve Currie
Dennie Dunnaway
John Entwhistle
Roger Glover
Rick Grech
Greg Lake
Paul McCartney
Jean Millington

Carl Radle
Mel Schacher
Chris Squire
Bill Watts

Male Vocalist
Ian Anderson
David Bowie
Joe Cocker
Alice Cooper
Ray Davies
Bob Dylan
Mark Farner
Mick Jagger
Greg Lake
Steve Marriott
Paul McCartney
Van Morrison
Harry Nilsson
James Taylor
Bill Withers
Peter Wolf
Neil Young

Female Vocalist
Rita Coolidge
Roberta Flack
Aretha Franklin
Carole King
Melanie
Bette Midler
Joni Mitchell
Helen Reddy
Carly Simon
Grace Slick

Best Producer
Bob Ezrin
George Harrison
Terry Knight
Eddie Offord
Gus Dodgeon
Phil Spector

Best Album
Eal A Peach (Allman

Mail to: CIRCUS POLL Box 4552
Grand Central Station
New York. N. Y. 10017
TO VOTE-TEAR OUT FULL PG.

Name .........
Address
City .......
State ..........
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Brothers)
\
Eerybody’s in Show Biz\
(The Kinks)
Exile On Main Street
(Rolling Stones)
Fragile (Yes)
Harvest (Neil Young)
Honky Chateau (Elton
John)
Paul Simon
Procol Harum Live
School’s Out (Alice
Cooper)
Seenth Sojourn (Moody
Blues)
Thick As a Brick (Jethro
Tull)
Trilog}’ (ELP)
Ziggy Stardust (David
Bowie)

Keyboard
Keith Emerson
John Evan
Ken Hensley
Nickey Hopkins
Elton John
Robert Lamm
John Lord
Ian MacLagan
Billy Preston
Rick Wakeman
Stevie Winwood

Guitar
Martin Barre
Jeff Beck
Dicky Betts
Ritchie Blackmore
Glen Buxton
Eric Clapton
Mark Farner
Rory Gallagher
Jerry Garcia
George Harrison
Terry Kath
Alvin Lee
John Lennon
John McLaughlin
Carlos Santana
Steven StiIJs
Kim Simnjonds
Petpr Townshend
Leslie West

Carole King: “The new album is
personal,” says Carole’s closest
denying
dante, Lou Adler. .After
--------------„ -ft,
views to TIME and NEWSWEEK,
he
agreed to tell CIRCUS what t.%,
about the latest LP.

very
confiinterA(jIer
knew

by Patrick Salvo

Carole King: Ten years ago Carole sat
with her piano in one of the cramped
cubicles of New York's dingy Brill Build
ing cranking out hits, until the rise of
the Beatles put a crimp in her career.

________ ______

The Queen Is A King: Carole King's
'Rhymes and Reasons'

Keeps Her On The Throne
T nsidc one of the sprawling buildJL ings on the studio lot that houses
A & M Records’ headquarters, one
searches diligently for Carole King’s
studio cubicle, where Rhymes and
Reasons, her fourth release on Ode
Records, is being recorded. Wading
through a panorama of class and

camp A & M's musical moguls re
veal themselves before your veg
eyes In the far corner of Studio C,
eyes.
fWilly) Nash relaxes after
to^h n up Joni Mitchell's new LP.
For The Rose.. wi,h a bit °f impL°mp/
fu harmonica work. Former Derek
and the Dominos drummer, Jim G

don and his girlfriend, Rene Armand,
drift peacefully out of a rehearsal ses
sion for Rene's new LP, Rain Book.
While Linda Ronstadt bounces down
the hallway, strains of Hoyt Axton
(author of Three Dog Night’s “Joy To
The World" and “I’ve Never Been To
Spain') echo from across the corri-
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dor, where he is polishing up his vocal
chords with a slug of 69-cent Ripple
wine as Bob Dylan’s producer, Bob
Johnston, fiddles with the control
knobs. Bare-footed Joni Mitchell, in
cut-off jeans and multi-colored scarf,
manages to escape unnoticed and
sneaks out the door: no such luck for
James Taylor, who exchanges social
.amenities with Sandy, the well-endow
ed blond receptionist.
And baby makes three: Above the
din and the clatter, a frail, pug-nosed
girl ignores the background and peace
fully nurses her baby while taking a
break from recording her own album,
Rhymes and Reasons. The girl, of
course, is Carole King, hard at work
on what will be her fourth commercial
venture since she stopped writing other
people’s hit records and started pen
ning her own. While Lou Adler takes
turns holding the baby in his lap. the
recording resumes, with Carole’s hus
band. Charles Larkey. playing bass,
Harvey Mason on drums (this marks
his first appearance on Carole’s al- .

bums), Bobby Hall on percussion,
and a remarkable string section led
by Norman Kerbin and David Camp
bell, two young classical musicians
who, through commercial exposure
on the Tapestry LP, have gotten into
arranging. Danny Kortchmar, Jo Ma
ma veteran and Carole's old buddy
since pre-James Taylor days, accents
the album's vitality with his electric
guitar.
Lou Adler fiddles impatiently with
the control knobs, trying to erase
some baby noises from the finished
product. “She was on the outtakes,”
he recalls, “but we deleted them.” The
picture of Carole nursing her infant
strikes a familiar note to Adler, who
has known Carole since 1961. Recall
ing the impression he received of
Carole when he first saw her in the
middle of an office at 1650 Broadway
in New York, he says, “There was a
playpen, and there was this little
baby, and coming out of the room to
check on her baby was Carole, who
was nineteen or so at the time; then

she would go back in and write, and
come out a few minutes later to check.
And now it’s ten years later, and she’s
still checking babies and making rec
ords. Her production has never ceas
ed!”

On the musical assembly line:
But Carole wasn't always in business
for herself. Back in the early Sixties
the Brooklyn college girl, along with
husband Gerry Goffin. were but one
songwriting team on the musical as
sembly line at the Olden Music Build
ing. The other five piano-equipped
cubicles housed the likes of Barry
Mann and Cynthia Weil, and Howie
Greenfield and Neil Scdaka. With
one ear on the AM radio and
one eye on the singles charts, the
teams worked under intense pressure
to produce top single hits with accu
racy and speed. Not the best of condi
tions under which to work, but they
didn't impede Carole’s performance.
From 1961 to 1964, she cranked out
hits like “Will You Love Me Tomor
row?,” “Go Away Little Girl,” The

Amidst the chaos that marks A & M’s four-studio music machine, Carole
King calmly nursed her baby while Lou Adler frantically erased goo-goo
babbles from the tracks of Carole’s latest LP, Rhymes and Reasons.
o
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MUSIC
Animafs' “Don’t Bring Me Down,”
Bobby Vee’s "Take Good Care Of My
Baby,” "Chains,” "Don't Say Nothing
Bad About My Baby,” “One Fine
Day," “The Locomotion,” and the
West Side Story of "On The Roof,”
to name but a few.
But the limitations of the AM sound
took their toll on Carole in 1964,
when the Beatles came on the scene.
"It was difficult to adjust,” remembers
Carole, "because these groups provid
ed their own material. I never wanted
to be an artist, but after awhile it be
came the most efficient way of getting
songs to people.”
Solo debut: By 1968, Carole was
ready to give it a go as a recording
artist. She had had some mild success
with "It Might As Well Rain Until
September.” her own composition,
and had split from her husband. Ger
ry Goffin. She left for Los Angeles to
join musician-friends Danny (Kootch)
Kortchmar, Charles Larkey (now her
husband) and Jim Gordon to form a
group called The City, but the timing
was evidently wrong for a folk orient
ed group. The City LP, produced by
Adler, was never released and today
remains a collector’s item. The group
itself languished and split in differ
differ-
:_ ___ .the __
___ added
ent directions:
musicians
some more friends and became Jo
Mama; and Carole became a solo ar
tist.
Her first solo LP, Writer, was an
over-produced, experimental solo ef
fort; yet behind the heavily supplied
orchestration, Carole’s haunting lyrics
shone through. "She was discour
aged after Writer," says Adler. “She
never showed it, but she was.” The
LP sold only about 6,000 copies at the
time, and one year later Carole return
ed to the studio to create a master
piece of an album that would crystal
lize her solo status as the top female
performer in the world. Tapestry sur
prised both producer Adler and
Carole, fulfilling their wildest hopes.
“When an album sells as much as
Tapestry" says Lou. “you really don’t
know what did it. It’s hard to figure
out when they sell that much.” Tapes
try. claims Adler, came close to being
the best selling album in history. “It
was a totally different album," he
says. “For one, it was underproduced,
and that’s what was necessary with
her." The constant themes of Tapestry
underlined friendship, loneliness and
the sorrow of relationships gone sour
in haunting numbers like “You’ve Got
A Friend,” and "So Far Away.” These
would prove repetitive themes in her
third solo LP, Music, which Adler
claims is not an extension of Tapestry.
“The album in retrospect was some
thing you got out after you had a big
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Carole King: Her producer sees RHYMES
/ ‘ • AND REASONS as the first REAL Carole o
V, King album since TAPESTRY.
album. The group just got off on play
ing.”
Unlike Rhymes and Reasons, Adler
believes Music's long instrumentals
took away from Carole’s voice. “If
you turned on the radio, you wouldn’t
have recognized Music’s instrumentals
as being from a Carole King album.
With Rhymes and Reasons, you al
ways know it’s a King record.”
She makes RHYMES click: Carole
King, at work, is a total musician.
During the recording of Rhymes and
Reasons. Adler explained, "She was
the best. She’s fast and she doesn’t
waste time. Her albums take three to
four weeks. On this new LP, she came
in with about eighteen songs and we
went over them and decided which to
record." This kind of total prepared
ness, makes Carole both a captivating
vocal personality and a true pro
fessional. “You never question her
honesty, she never lets you down,”
says Adler. “She has that way of say
ing things that a lot of other people
want to say."
On Rhymes and Reasons as on Tap
estry, she once again says what must
be said for the sorrowful and the
lonely, sketching sentimental day
dream pictures of friendships and lost
loves that will capture the soul of each
listener. Most of the cuts, co-written
by Carole and Toni Stern (who wrote
the lyrics for “It’s Too Late”) express
that sense of personal loss, that mel
ancholy for good times past:

So come down easy
Let it come down slow
I’ve been alone so long
That I just don’t know what to do
And I don’t want to lose you

“Come Down Easy”
(Carole King and Toni Stern)

Yet others express the hopeful op
timism of better things to come, and
a general optimistic hope for man:

But I think I saw a brand new light
Coming over the horizon
Brighter than all the others
And it says all men are brothers
under the skin . . .
“Peace In The Valley”
(Carole King and Toni Stern)

A warm blanket to cuddle up with:
Rhymes and Reasons contains songs
that you’ll whistle in the shower, hum
in the park, and literally take to heart.
It’s clean sunshine music, vibrant airy
sounds—like the blue of the sky and
the fluffy lightness of the clouds. Some
songs have the crisp feel of a brand
new dollar bill. It’s a warm blanket of
sound. And Carole’s happy with her
latest LP. “She’s really happy now,”
says Adler. “She got a new baby, and
she’s with a nice guy.”
Walking out of a local Hollywood
bank near the A & M studios, a short,
pug-nosed girl, dressed in a patchworked granny dress and carrying a
three month old baby, goes to the
teller booth. The teller calls her by
her first name, she makes her with
drawal, then turns to enter her Willies
Jeep to return to her modest Laurel
Canyon home. An anxious photogra
pher recognizes Carole and rushes to
capture her on film. She politely asks
him not to take any photos. “Take a
picture of the sky and the clouds.”
she whispers. “It’ll do you good.” •
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The
Re-Making
Of
Mark Spitz
“Even God loves a
winner,” said lais father.

Today, poised on the

brink of
a multi-million dollar
career, Mark Spitz is out to
make a splash in
Hollywood’s biggest pool.

40

nt of the water, Mark Spitz gave
W as cool an appearance as he had
several weeks earlier in Munich’s
Schwimmhalle. Loose and relaxed, his
languid grin revealed a set of pearlwhite teeth and betrayed his self-con
by Barbara
fidence. The shine of his neatly
Graustark
combed, collar-length brown hair
glinted in the speckled sunlight
streaming through the curtained den
of Bob Hope's Hollywood home. Be
fore the reporters, he held himself
erect, his muscular body covered by
the modishly dapper cut of his double
knit suit, neatly tailored to his sixfoot frame. The scoop-shovel hands,
large and well-groomed, dangled from
the cuffs of his checkered shirt. And
the eyes of the reporters, photogra
phers, well-wishers and agents, there
ostensibly to welcome Mark to Hol
lywood, kept riveting, as unobtrusively
as possible, to what one writer has
termed “the most merchandiseable 22year-old body in the universe”—and
Hollywood’s new super-hero.
“I just want to be the best possible
in whatever field I choose,” said Mark
to the reporters. And the entertain
ment industry just happens to be that
choice. For Spitz is out to prove that
the Hollywood show biz machine is
nothing but a big pool—and that he
is no small fish out of water where
acting ability is concerned. To do so,
he has turned himself over to the
talents of professional salesman Nor
man Brokaw of the William Morris
Agency to prepare him for his next
leading role as an authentic American
folk hero.

Mark Spitz: HisJ>r«h
medals in the _ 68 Olympes

The world’s most wanted man:
To Mark, a man of little business ex
perience, the results of Munich were
overwhelming. Just about every offer
in the world greeted his arrival back
home in Carmichael, California. He
was, in fact, the most publicized man
in the world, and had commercial
offers from every area of the enter
tainment and commercial industries
to prove it. While pondering invita
tions from Dick Cavett and The Dat
ing Game (he preferred Cavctt’s),
Mark realized he needed some profes
sional help. And when Norman Bro
kaw knocked on his door, convinced
the Spitz charisma could be carefully
molded into a multi-million dollar en
terprise, Mark hired him.
The William Morris Agency wasn’t
the only company to see Mark’s sales
potential. On Brokaw’s desk sits an
avalanche of mail requesting Mark’s
services. The pile contains movie of
fers from the likes of Ray Stark, who
wants Mark to co-star with Barbra
Streisand and Robert Redford in his
latest production venture, The Way
It Was. Fernando Lamas wants Mark

streak

to portray a Jesse James-type charac
ter in his movie. Columbia and MGM
have also presented their bids.
Brokaw points to another pile of
telegrams requesting personal appear
ances from his client. Bob Hope wants
Mark to go on tour. An international
aquacade wants him to swim. Eastcr
Seals needs his promo help. Senator
Vance Hartkc wants him to speak
Lf
— the Senate. The National
before
Swimming Pool Institute offers him
the “Life Saver Of The Month
Award.” And George Pompidou’s
invitation to France has just arrived.
Mark’s five-year plan: Brokaw and
Spitz have carefully laid out their
future strategy into something the
agent calls “The Mark Spitz game
plan.” The Bob Hope guest spot was
Mark’s first offer in a long list of TV
possibilities. “My objective,” says Bro
kaw of his client’s career plan, “is to
make an institutional tieup for Mark
very soon with two of the big blue
chip companies. It might be a GM
or a Bristol-Mycrs or somebody of
that caliber. Then I’m planning to
work out two TV specials which Mark
will star in (this coming year). After

this, we’ll move into the merchandis
ing area worldwide. Then comes the
personal appearance area.” Immediate
plans might call for a guest spot on,
say, The Bill Cosby Show, since Bill’s
one of Brokaw’s clients.
While Mark has expressed a desire
to try his hand at acting (“They’ve
got all those nude scenes nowadays.
That’s great!”), Brokaw is on hand
to make sure that “anything we do
with Mark Spitz will be done with
dignity.” But Brokaw admits that
Mark has potential star qualities. “I
can see him playing the leading man
in anything he does, perhaps a roman
tic lead. He’s got all the qualities we
want to become a major star.”
But among all those star qualities
arc a few that might make Spitz the
pickled herring to any well-meaning
producer. For starters, he likes to be
coddled and babied (that’s major star
material!). For another, he possesses
a bad public image because of his
past cgoccntricities (tactlessness, ruth
lessness, egomania, drive). While
these might be the stuff of which Hol
lywood cotton-candy reputations are
made, they suggest sheer trauma for
any director. And, while he may be
the absolute symbol of charisma and
speed in the water, many find him
aloof and wooden outside. Yet to
Spitz, brought up under the motto,
“Swimming isn’t everything; winning
is,” the intense drive and distinct need
for self-preservation that has marked
his distinguished swimming career
might be just the thing to propel him
toward success in the entertainment
industry—where personal motivation
and ruthlessness go hand in hand.
Winners take all: If ego and drive
proved the Achilles heel of other ath
letes, Mark thrived on the combina
tion. Any hopes for a normal child
hood ended for him at the tender age
of eight, when his father, an admitted
ly “aggressive man,” enrolled the
youngster in a swimming program at
the Sacramento YMCA. “It was a big
party then,” recalls Mark. Arnold
Spitz, Mark’s father, was the major
force behind his son’s athletic spurt.
Recognizing the boy’s inherent tal
ents, he pushed him toward the win
ning line. “Mark,” his father would
prod, “how many lanes in a pool?”
“Six,” the youngster would reply.
“And how many lanes win?” “One,”
said Mark, “only one.”
When Mark was nine, his father
brought him to the master swimming
coach, Sherm Chavoor, at the Arden
Hills Swim Club in Sacramento. Mark
flourished under his mentor's tutelage,
but in 1961, Mr. Spitz moved the
family to Walnut Creek, near Oak
land. Unhappy with his age-group
swimming teams, Mark's work de4j
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dined; and his worried father sought
the assistance of George Haines at
Santa Clara. Haines had tutored the
likes of Don Schollander (who had
won four gold medals at the *64
Olympics), and his coaching of Mark
proved a turning point in the young
swimmer's life. “That was the point
where I really went into swimming for
a business, where I decided that I
wanted to be good, to be somebody.”
At this time, Mark’s life was dic
tated by two strong-willed men:
Haines and his father. And there’s no
doubt in Arnold Spitz’s mind who
exerted the strongest pressure. “The
greatest motivating factor in Mark’s
life has been myself and Lenore
(Mark's mother). Because of what
I’ve given of myself, this is what I’ve
created. He's a gorgeous human be
ing; he's a beautiful person. You think
this just happens? You think I cre
ated a monster? If I hadn't pushed
him, he would never be at Santa
Clara. I never said to him, ‘You’re
second, that’s great.’ I told him I
didn't care about winning age-groups.
I care for world records.”
Water-logged—or just a swelled
head? And world records soon fol
lowed. In 1964, at the age of four
teen, Spitz qualified for the national
AAU swim meet. In 1965, he entered
the Maccabuah Games in Israel. In
1967, he set a world free-style record
and set or tied five American records
at the Santa Clara International Invita
tional. Within that same year, at the
age of seventeen, Mark had broken the
world record in the 110-yard butterfly
in .London, both the 100- and 200meter butterfly in Berlin, and topped
the year off at the Pan-American
Games in Winnipeg, where he set two
more world records and won five gold
medals. He was named World Swim
mer of the Year by Swimming World
magazine.
But while Mark was piling up the
prizes, his fellow teammates were
balking at Mark’s egocentricities. He
had to be over-protected, they com
plained. “He was always doing stunts
to attract attention,” recalls the
mother of one Santa Clara teammate.
While Spitz was boasting of winning
six gold medals in the upcoming ’68
Olympics, teammates were near mu
tiny. Anti-Semitic slurs were hurled
at the boy, and on occasion he was
scratched, spit at, and kicked in the
groin by members of his own team.
Many secretly cheered when Mark
returned from his personal loss in
Mexico with only two gold medals,
a silver and a bronze. Don Schol
lander, zapped by Spitz’s predicted
record, commented, “Mark is not very
intelligent. His inane comments used

Mark Spitz: His agent sees him as the
latest Romeo, but plenty of. athletes >wou’d
cast him as Peck’s Bad Boy.
‘•w’ -
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to bother me, but now they make me
laugh.”
Negotiating a peaceful co-exist
ence: Spitz’s coach, George Haines
privately conceded that after Mexico,
Mark was out to prove himself as
an individual, rather than work for
the team. Toughened by brutal per
sonal treatment, Mark admitted that,
“I was interested in Mark Spitz. I
had to be. The whole idea is to win,
not to take second.”
Mark enrolled at Indiana Univer
sity, where swimming coach James
(Doc) Counsilman begged Indiana
swimming teammales to give Mark
a chance. And Mark was quick to
return their cooperative assistance. He
loosened and relaxed, letting down
the wall of defensiveness he had car
ried around since Mexico. “What Doc
has done for me,” he explained, “is
make me more friendly. I think I’ve
really grown up in that way. I wasn’t
friendly before, because I was told
I was dumb and stupid, so I began
putting on, saying ‘Oh look at me,
I’m something.’ I got tabbed as being
young and cocky when I was fourteen
and beating guys nineteen; but I don’t
think it was hatred, just jealousy.”
Sharing a peaceful co-existence
with his swimmates, Mark went on to
beat twenty-eight world records by
the end of his 1972 pre-Olympic trials
in Chicago . . . although Counsilman
claimed he still had to chase Mark
around the pool with his belt before
the youngster would jump into the
cold water, just one way in which
Mark still sought the spotlight of
attention.
By the time Mark reached Munich,
he had learned some tact, and refused
to bluff his way through pre-Olympic
predictions as he had in ’68. Yet
even before he walked off with seven
gold medals, becoming the world’s
greatest athlete, he managed to grab
the spotlight. First, he dated two
young American swimmers who were

-
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set to compete in the same category
and had women's coaches wringing
their hands. Later, Munich papers
tagged him Mark The Shark for hold
ing aloft a pair of track shoes on one
of his visits to the victory stand, and
he was accused of promoting the Ger
man company that made them.
“Brutal honesty” does him in
again: When not complaining of colds
or cold water, or worrying about his
personal victories (“Was it clear that
I won?’’) Mark's old tactlessness oc
casionally slipped out. What his father
calls his “brutal honesty” proved most
distressing and unfortunate. Fellow
teammate Steve Genter was a strong
rival for the 200-meter freestyle, but
was hospitalized with a collapsed
lung. His operation completed, Genter
returned to the meet, but not before
Mark remarked during his absence,
“This may sound terrible, but now
I don’t have to worry about him."
But some proved more forgiving in
their attitudes toward Mark. “He
talks a lot about himself,” said one,
“but can you blame him? That’s all
people ever asked him about.”
As for Mark, he admits that both
his cockiness and hypochondria serve
the purpose of getting him “fussed
over and coddled.” “I analyze my
status in each race,” he says. “If I
know I’m the best and feel it, and
people think I’m cocky, well, there’s
nothing I can do about it.”
After the Olympics, it was obvious
that Mark was, indeed, the big stud.
What remains to be seen is whether
the bravado will slip when the Holly
wood critics take aim. Until then,
Mark’s protective shield is up, as his
one year of dental school gives way
to bigger and better plans. His agent
claims Mark is presently worth five
million dollars, and it would seem
that—in or out of the water—his
father was right three years ago when
he predicted, “Even God likes a win
ner.”

i
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Eric Clapton:
The Reluctant Superstar

I

I

by Barbara Graustark

J

Derek and the Dominos:
Duane Allman was once rumor
ed to join the band. After his
death, the rurflor placed Eric
on the verge of joining the
Allman band. Both rumors
proved false, but Duane's tenday session work with Clapton
will be heard on the new
Domino LP.

X7 ou would never have known
X from looking at the remains of
the dilapidated structure that a superstar once lived there. Passers-by on
London’s Kings Road scurry past the
demolished brick foundation that once
marked The Phcasantry as London’s
top artist hangout and the place Eric
Clapton called home until 1969. It
certainly isn’t remembered as one of
the town’s prettiest nightspots, but it
was here that Eric Clapton helped
give birth to some of rock music’s
finest sounds; it was here that he
passed through the Yardbirds in 1964,
served an eighteen month apprentice
photos: Chuck Pulin

With his Polydor
LP, THE BEST OF
ERIC CLAPTON, high on the
charts, Eric is preparing
a solo venture in his home
studio for release next year.

ship with John Mayall in 1965, and
rehearsed the Cream in
1967.
Through the crumbling lobby and to
the right stood the bar, once fre
quented by London’s top musicians
and writers in search of an after-hours
rap; huge pictures of Stevie Winwood,
hung by an adoring fan, marked the
long, tunnel-like hallway.
Eric’s side-show scene: To reach
Eric’s room, you might have followed
a long, winding stairway up to the
second floor, only to be met by an
impressive doorway marked by a rusteaten solitary bell. Once admitted to
Eric’s inner sanctum, you ventured

timidly up yet another staircase, down
a long poster-lined hallway, and final
ly into one huge, high-ceilinged room
that looked as if someone had once
held a germ of a decorating idea, but
had hastily fled before its completion.
Pieces of lumber lay strewn across the
room, mingled with yellowed maga
zines and fraying LP covers. Austra
lia’s Martin Sharp—the freaky art di
rector of the now-defunct under
ground magazine Oz and the designer
of the Wheels Of Fire, Disraeli Gears,
and Air Force album covers—shared
the cluttered floor with Eric and a
host of other drop-ins. And when
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Behind the shuttered windows of his Surrey mansion, Eric Clapton played
with wooden airplanes and pondered his musical fate. After a two-year
silence, he’s coming out of his studio with — count ’em — two new LPs.
Martin bopped down the halls, re
splendent in a straw hat, boutonniere,
and canvas shoes, you might have
sworn that you had stumbled into
some English sideshow carney, and
have beaten a hasty retreat from the
house.
Scattered throughout the rooms one
would have seen the bits and pieces
of Eric Clapton's life. Photos with
Ginger Baker or Jeff Beck, and letters
to friends filled the cluttered wooden
floors, and at times an occasional shoe
worn by Eric only once for a pub
licity shot peeked out from behind
the clutter.
Back-to-nature movement yields
new LPk: By the end of 1969, how
ever, following the success and the
ego trips left behind by the demise of
Cream and Blind Faith, Eric had fled
The Pheasantry to take up residence
in the brick-and-stone, Spanish-style
seclusion, of an eleven acre Surrey
estate. Here, behind the vaulted en
trance way and sculptured gardens,
the terraced brick wall and shuttered
balcony windows, he glided his prize
collection of airplanes down the long
teak stairway, tinkered with his three
Ferraris, and basked in the serenity
and anonymity of the peaceful Eng
lish country-side scene with his fian
cee, Alice Ormsby-Gore, and his men
agerie of pedigree dogs, mongrels, cats
and cows. His semi-retirement would
last almost two years, interrupted by
a Domino tour in 1970 and a brief
appearance at the Bangla Desh con
cert in 1971. He became a virtual
stranger to the London musical scene
and a reluctant visitor to the record
ing studios, except to play at home
with close friends George Harrison
and Peter Townshend. And old fol
lowers of Clapton began to regard
the Pheasantry as the sole monument
to his most public period, to the blaz
ing zenith of a stage career from
whose shadows Eric had yet to
emerge.
Now, however, after more than a
year’s absence from the stage since
the historic Bangla Desh Concert,
there are clear signs that Eric Clapton
is willing to take up the mike once
again. With the recent smash success
of the two-year old Layla LP, the
release of the old Bonnie and Delaney
tour hit “Let It Rain,” and the four
two-LP sets issued by Polydor (The
Best Of Eric Clapton, Jack Bruce.
Ginger Baker, and The Cream'), not
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to mention the year-old History of
Eric Clapton on Atco, public clamor
for new Clapton material has been
overwhelming. According to the Rob
ert Stigwood organization men, who
manage Clapton, floods of inquiries
reach their office every day asking for
Clapton information and requesting
personal appearances and concerts.
For the fans who have been loudly
yelling, “Just where the hell is Clapton
these days, and what is he doing?”
an answer is finally available. Word
has finally emerged from Atco Rec
ords that Eric is at work on his next
two LPs, due for January release.
Besides a solo album, his first since
1967, he is tidying up and laying
down vocals for approximately six
as-yet-unreleased tracks done with the
Dominos back in 1970, which, ac
cording to ex-Domino Bobby Whit
lock, “are incredible . . . they put
‘Let It Rain’ to shame.” Featuring the
four Dominos plus one friend—Carl
Radle on bass; Jim Gordon on drums
and piano; Bobby Whitlock on organ,
piano, vocals and acoustic guitar; Eric
on lead vocals and guitar; and pal
Duane Allman on slide guitar—this
album presents some of the Dominos’
finest sounds, and, together with his
new solo LP, may at last pull Eric
out of the studio shadows and onto
the stage.

1

Microphone shy: The Domino per
iod, for Eric, represented his most
musically prolific and personally out
going time and this is the material that
shines most brilliantly on the new
Polydor double record set. When the
group first performed on June 14th,
1970, at a London benefit for Dr.
Spock and the American Civil Liber
ties Union, Eric stepped out of the
shadows of The Cream and Blind
Faith, and into the limelight vocally.
“I used to sing,” he reminisced at the
time of Layla's release in 1970, short
ly after the group itself disbanded.
“I’ve sung with every group I’ve been
with except Blind Faith. But every
group I sang with always had some
other singer that was established, or
better at it than I was, or that was
more keen to get up and do it. I’d
always sort of back away. I suppose,”
he added, “it’s taken me this long to
pluck up courage.”
Eric admits that it was the powerful
influence of Delaney Bramlett that
gave him the much-needed courage
to move to the front of the stage and
take up the mike. “He told me that
anyone could do it, literally, if they
just put their minds to it.”
From the days of Cream and then
Blind Faith, a fragile group that Eric
claims broke up on tour, Eric’s tal
ents as a writer, as well as a vocalist,
were obscured—first by the pen of
Jack Bruce, who wrote much of the
Cream material, and finally by Faith’s
Stevie Winwood. “With Blind Faith,”
Eric recalls, “it was very easy for me
to tuck myself into a little notch and
hide. Stevie Winwood does five songs
a day, and I get one finished a week.
But it’s getting better all the time.
I still hide a lot, but for the most
part it’s easier for me to face myself
now, to listen to my own records now,
than it used to be. Or to enjoy some
one’s enjoying me.”
Stepping into the spotlight to a
blank wall: Eric has always needed
periods of isolation to reaffirm his
own faith in his musical abilities.
After the demise of Blind Faith, a
short European tour with Bonnie and
Delaney (which led to the present hit
single, “Let It Rain”) seemed to work
the needed magic in persuading Eric to
take the first step into the spotlight,
and it was then that he conceptualized
the Dominos. Eric took up the pen
to write numbers like “Bell Bottom
Blues” and co-author “Keep On
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Growing,” “Anyday,” and “I Looked
Away” with Bobby Whitlock, and
“Layla,” with Jim Gordon, all of
which can be heard on the new Polydor LP.
Despite the creativity of the band,
and Eric’s enthusiastic feelings toward
it, the demise of the Dominos seemed
imminent to those who viewed their
few concerts. Friends vividly recall
one of Derek and the Dominos first
appearances at London’s Lyceum, a
ballroom converted several times
weekly into a dance floor/rock hall.
During the second show, onlookers
remember the stunned silence, the
awe-struck faces as Eric took the
stage. Too enthralled to move to the
powerful music of “Layla” emanating
from the stage, his fans sat like
groupie robots before their super-idol.
The silence was unnerving.
“I was really scared that I wouldn’t
live up to people’s expectations,” Eric
once said. Well, he needn’t have wor
ried. Fans were too thunderstruck by
the appearance of their hero onstage
to pay any attention to his music. And
so, after a short tour of duty with the
Dominos, climaxed by the Miami re
cording of Layla, the band broke up,
and Eric returned to his Surrey estate
to ponder his musical fate.
Bringing it all back home: If Eric
was waiting for the right moment
to step out of seclusion and return
to the stage after the Bangla Desh
concert, then he should have jumped
at the chance to work with Stevie
Wonder . . . and he did. Eric had
once expressed the desire to take his
music back to the purity of the Fifties.
“I just have a kind of reminiscence
of what it was like, a kind of roman
tic thing,” he once said. Stevie was
one of the early innovators in the field
of musical purity, and when the two
met back in London in 1970, while
Stevie was doing a set at the Talk Of
The Town, they hit it off almost im
mediately. Nothing outside of the
friendship ensued until Stevie returned
to England and asked Eric to join
him in London’s AIR studios to lay
down tracks for a new LP. Eric
agreed, and the results will be heard
next Easter when Stevie’s album, ten
tatively titled I’m Free, is released.
“We just had a mutual feeling for
each other,” said Stevie. “I really ad
mired his riffs: they were in the same

bag as what Ralph Hammer and Ray
Parker (Stevie’s Wonderlove guitar
ists) were doing.” Steve claimed the
mutual attraction was the result of
astrological intervention, Wonder be
ing a Taurus and Eric a compatible
Aries. But others insist “only Stevie
could have gotten Eric to play live.”
And so the two were booked last
summer for London’s Great Western
Festival, to be followed by four live
appearances at London’s Rainbow
Theater. However, when the Stones
cancelled out of the Festival, claiming
they had never agreed to play, all five
concerts were called off. And Eric
returned to his eight-track studio to
begin work on his new LP, a solo
venture that will probably meet with
a mixture of critical acclaim and pop>> ular hysteria, and to polish up the old
I Domino tracks.

New Disk Rolls Out
Of Clapton's Past
hile Eric fiddles with the control
▼ V knobs in his home studio, fans
have been thrown the second Clapton
anthology in less than a year, Polydor’s The Best Of Eric Clapton. A
compressed history of Eric’s music
from 1968 to 1970, the album traces
three decisive periods in his musical
metamorphosis. Phase One was his
short-lived stint with Blind Faith, dur
ing which he hid behind the willowy
figure of Stevie Winwood. Eric was
ridden with self doubts about his musi
cal abilities, and even penning a beau
tiful number like “Presence of the
Lord” couldn’t heal his wounded con
fidence. He turned to Delaney Bram
lett for salvation and reassurance, and
Phase Two, on tour with Bonnie and
Delaney, restored his faltering sense
of security. Cuts like “Let It Rain”
and “After Midnight” brought him
into the spotlight again and kindled
the spark of a new notion: forming his
own band. Thus, in 1970, Derek and
the Dominos were bom, and Eric hap
pily took both prolific writing chores
and lead vocals in hand, creating some
of the most rousing rock music of his
career in numbers like “Layla” and
“Bell Bottom Blues.”
Although remembrances of things
past must satisfy fans until Eric comes
out of retirement, this “collection” LP
makes the waiting easier.

Perhaps an added impetus in push
ing the reluctant superstar into new
work was Britain’s prestigious Melody
Maker poll, which showed Rory Gal
lagher replacing Eric as the number
one guitarist for the first time in years.
After all, many believe that his dis
appearance from the concert scene
accounted for Eric’s fall from the
number one spot.
Eric Clapton was never one to re
form old groups; numerous offers by
promoters to reform Cream and Blind
Faith fell on deaf ears. But with the
news of his new studio ventures come
rumors from those close to the star
that a future move in the direction
of a new group effort seems imminent
Indeed, Eric once remarked, “I’m
happier playing with a group than
without a group, because there’s un
derstanding there. Everytime you
have to break fresh ground, you
have to go through all kinds of pre
liminaries, getting over whether you’re
good- enough.” He recently admitted
to us that he would be veiy interested
in playing in the big stadiums before
large numbers of fans—places like
Madison Square Garden or Wembley
Stadium, unlike his Domino tour
which played to small halls and col
lege dances.

There is little doubt that Eric would
have any trouble filling Madison
Square Garden after his two-year ab
sence from the road. And, hopefully,
he will finally be greeted as a musi
cian—and not merely as an idol.
•
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by Ed Naha

An A to Z listing
for the ravenous
record buyer.
Love it!

€

Worth one listen
at least.

Listen to it 'til the
grooves grow old.

Leave it!

Savory, but for
special tastes.

M

Country Gazette
(United Artists)
Rating: two ears

-

Country rock fans take
note: THIS ALBUM
HAS ABSOLUTELY NO DRUM
MING ON IT! What it does have,
though, is a really jumping collection
of bluegrass foot stompers. Composed
of ex-Burritos and Dillards, this new
frantic foursome offers some rave-up
fiddlin’ (courtesy of nimble-fingered
Byron Berline) and vocal harmonies
sweeter than a day in the country.
Divided nicely between gentle ballads
(“Forget Me Not”) and rip-roaring
reels (“Hot Burrito Breakdown”),
Country Gazette’s first edition is defi
nitely something to look into.

€€

Cream—Heavy Cream
(Polydor)
Rating: two ears

Eric Clapton, Jack
Bruce and Ginger Bak
er: three of the titans of the late
sixties rock world. As the supergroup
Cream they were leaders of the rock
pack, and this double-LP set traces
the history of the legendary tno from
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their bluesy beginnings (“Spoonful,”
“Rolling and Tumbling” and “Cross
roads”) to their lopsided end (“Doing
That Scrapyard Thing” and “As You
Said”). Spotlighting Clapton’s flashy
guitar style, Bruce’s quivering vocals
and Baker’s volcanic drumming,
Heavy Cream is a nostalgic journey
into the Creamy past. “Those were
the days/Yes they were.”

w

West, Bruce and
Laing—Why Dontcha
(Columbia)
Rating: two ears

From the first thun
derous chord Leslie
West strikes on side one to the
last reverberations on side two, the
listener knows that West, Bruce and
Laing is a group of even greater im
port than Mountain. Raspy voiced
Leslie is in fine shape here, belching
out crotch rockers with case. Off
setting West’s bellowing is master
craftsman Jack Bruce on bass, weav
ing powerful patterns throughout
the nasty proceedings. Ex-Mountain
drummer Corky Laing still sounds
like World War II in progress, and
this time out he gets a try at vocaliz
ing . . . with not-too-painful results.
Chock full of material penned by
both the group and Pete Brown
(famed Bruce lyricist in “Sunshine of
Your Love” and most Cream tunes),
West, Bruce and Laing’s first heavy
dose of rock-’em-sock-’em rock seems
like a good bet for the hard rock
addict to pick up on.

€€

Delaney and Bonnie—
The Best of Delaney
and Bonnie
Rating: two ears

Before Leon Russell
yodeled his first “Delta Lady” and
Don Nix croaked “Goin’ Down” with
his Alabama State Troupers, there was
Delaney and Bonnie. Delaney and Bon
nie, the highly praised and severely
criticized duo who practically brought
white gospel-rock to pop audiences
single-handedly. Well, D&B are no
more, but their sound goes rocking on
via this Bramlett sampler. This pot
pourri of hell-raising revelry includes
the best known of the pair’s “friends”

—including Eric Clapton, Dave Ma
son, Duane Allman, Rita Coolidge,
and Leon Russell. A star-studded
farewell to a talented team.

Wet Willie—Wet
Willie II (Capricorn)
Rating: two ears

Wet Willie’s second
Capricorn release places
this Georgia-based band in the class
of rockin’ blues interpreters first class.
Beginning side one with an clcctrify-

Pick of The Month
Peter Townshend—
Who Came First
(Decca)
Rating: one heart

The opening track on
Pete Townshend's first solo album is
appropriately entitled “Pure and
Easy,” giving the listener an indica
tion of what the entire album is like
musically. Abandoning most of the
deliberate heaviness of The Who,
Townshend has assembled a magnifi
cent batch of soft rock tunes. If you
want to compare the overall mood of
Who Came First with any past Who
efforts (which you shouldn’t), I sup
pose you could refer back to “I’m
Free” for easy reference. But Town
shend’s LP is much more than the
Who could ever get away with. It is
gentle, using Who-ish falsetto vocals
in the midst of tons of acoustic melo
dies, synthesized sounds and waves of
echoing hand clapping. Peter has
shown that he can stand on his own
two feet as an independent artist . . .
and quite a unique one at that. Jai
Baba.

n
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•ng rendition of Otis Redding's knock
down, drag out “Shout Bamalama,"
they cut a furiously funky path
through the blues forest with some
hot guitar licks and nasty harp play
ing. Wet Willie’s Macon, Georgia,
roots shine through all their tunes,
but the group docs especially good
versions of Elmore James’ “It Hurts
Me Too” and Little Richard’s “Keep
A Knockin’.” Brimming with gospel
vocals and honky tonk piano, Wet
Willie music is a tasty raunch recipe.

Bee Gees—To Whom
It May Concern (Atco)
Rating: nne foot
cur boys and girls.
Well, dear hearts, I
must tell you about the most divine
album I've heard since the first Liza
Minelli LP. It’s the Bee Gees’ latest,
To Whom It May Concern. You’ve
all seen the Bee Gees, I’m sure.
(Didn’t you think they were precious
on Carson?) All those adorable teeth,
and the way they manage to sing with
out moving their lips . . . Well, I tell
you, it really gets me. (Ooooh, those
dimples!) Anyhow, this simply ador
able recording captures the threesome
whining amidst a sea of syrupy or
chestration. Yummmmm. Well, I
must be off now. 1 left the album play
ing in the same room I keep my goldfish in, and I hear the little darlings
vomiting.
Toodlcs,
Lily

€€

Bloodrock—Passage
(Capitol)
Rating: Two ears

TA emember BloodAVrock? Those Grand
Funkish imps who were (in)famous
for their uniquely tasteless approach
to rock? (A style that resembled the
sound of fourteen truncated dwarfs
caught in a Mixmaster.) Well, they’re
back again . . . sort of. It seems that
Bloodrock has been revamped; and
the new group has new faces, new
sounds and new-found taste galore.
Anyhow, Passage is an excellent ven
ture and could very well be one of
the most ambitious attempts at serious
rock to be done Stateside in quite a
while. New Bloodrocker Warren Ham
brings in an lan Andcrson-ish sax-andflutc influence that is a welcome
change of pace. The new Tull-tinged
Bloodrock is a bit imitative at times,
but they’re on the right musical track.
Let’s hope this passage is only the

beginning of an extended rock explor
ation by Texas-bred Bloodrock.

€

Bread—Guitar Man
(Elektra)
Rating: one ear

“Guitar Man” stands as
one of Bread’s finest
singles to date. The soft rock instru
mentation is tight. The lyrics are in
telligent. The CSN&Y-ish vocals are
appropriately ethereal. As the basis of
an entire album, however, “Guitar
Man” falls flat on its G string. Of the
dozen tunes assembled on this new
slice of Breadrock, only a few stand
on their own merit. Most fall into the
category of “ho-hum, now where
have I heard that before?” While not
as overtly mawkish as their past out
ings (the boys arc really trying hard
to find a rock sound of their own),
this new Bread LP tends to get a bit
moldy at times. Penicillin anyone?

€€

Jack Bruce—At His
Best (Polydor)
Rating: two ears

Physically and musical
ly, Jack Bruce has al
ways been a pop chameleon. During
his stay with Cream, Jack alternately
appeared onstage as an impish elf
man or a weathered old pro. Splitting
from Cream, Bruce embarked on a
series of musical escapades that were
as varied as they were bizarre. At His
Best offers a double-album glimpse
at some of the many moods of Bruce.
Whether it be rock, folk-rock or offthe-wall jazz, Jack produces a sound
that is distinctly his own. Joining the
famed bassist on this collection are
Felix Pappalardi, John McLaughlin,
Dick Heckstall-Smith and Jon Hiseman. Standout tunes include “Hckhh
Blues,” “Victoria Saga” and “Theme
From An Imaginary Western.”

Alun Davies—Daydo
(Columbia)
Rating: two ears
If Alun Davies isn’t
Cat Stevens, then sure
ly Cat Stevens is Alun Davies. On his
first solo LP, Stevens’ guitar-picking
sidekick sounds more like Cat than
Cat does at present. While similar to
Stevens’ dense sound, the music of
Alun Davies comes closer to being
categorized as British folk. Spotlight
ing Alun’s willowy vocals and light

acoustic work, Daydo stands as an
uplifting lyrical look into an exquis
itely produced brand of soft rock.
Friend Cat co-produced the effort and
lends a hand via keyboards and back
up vocals. A good bet for anyone who
enjoys a soothing LP every once in
a while.

Don't overlook
these disks
Bulldog (Decca)
Rating: two ears

Barking and growling
all the way. Bulldog’s
debut porformance on
plastic is an explosive event. Ir> the
midst of the pulsating hard rock noise
are cx-Rascals Gene Cornish (guitar)
and Dino Danelli (drums). The group
is fast and funky, simple and strong,
offering a solid R&B approach to all
their material—both original (“No”
and “Juicin’ With Lucy”) and other
wise (“Rockin’ Robin” and “Too
Much Monkey Business”). Adding to
the general rock pandemonium is
lead singer Bill "The Hootch” Hocher,
whose raspy warbling stirs up memo
ries of Joe Cocker and Dr. John.
None of the cuts arc lengthy, but they
all are knockouts. Bulldog is a band
whose bark is as good as its bite.

I
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John Coltrane—
Infinity (Impulse)
Rating: one heart
A lot of so called
“progressive rock” fans
never seem to want to broaden their
musical horizons. They have Yes,
Tull, and ELP. What more could they
possibly want? How about a mindboggling collection of spacey jazz
from the late John Coltrane? When
alive, tenor sax player extraordinaire
Coltrane was overlooked by most
folks; but since his death, Coltrane’s
legend has come alive in a world pop
ulated by jazz-rock enthusiasts. This
recording, begun in 1965, features
Coltrane at his free-formed best, dart
ing in and out of musical moods like
a man possessed. Completing the LP
four years after her husband’s death,
Alice Coltrane has woven unworldly
orchestration around John’s basic ;:vi'
tracks with eerie results. Standing as
a grand excursion into jazz, space and
time, Infinity resurrects the spirit of
John Coltrane and allows him to mes
merize a whole new generation of
music lovers.
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hese are the twenty LP’s that the CIRCUS Poll shows are winning the race for rock popularity this month. The hype,
the over-promotion, the publicity don’t mean a thing on this exclusive CIRCUS chart. It is compiled directly from letters
by more than 4,000 serious rock listeners living in every corner of the U.S. and Canada. (A star shows that an LP is
shooting rapidly toward the top of the chart.)
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1(1)
★ 2 (—)
3 ( 2)
4(3)
5 (16)
6(4)
7 (—)
8(7)
9 (—)
10 (10)

Alice Cooper—School’s Out
Black Sabbath—Volume Four
Emerson, Lake & Palmer—Trilogy
Rod Stewart—Never A Dull Moment
Yes—Close To The Edge
Marc Bolan & T. Rex—Slider
Jethro Tull—Living In The Past
Jethro Tull—Thick As A Brick
Grand Funk Railroad—Phoenix
David Bowie—Rise & Fall of Ziggy
Stardust

11
12
13
14
15
16

( 8)
( 6)
( 5)
(—)
(12)
(—)

17
18
19
20

(13)
(17)
(—)
(—)

Elton John—Honky Chateau
Rolling Stones—Exile on Main Street
Leon Russell—Carney
Cat Stevens—Catch Bull At Four
Cheech & Chong—Big Bambu
Ten Years After—Rock and Roll
Music To The World
Chicago—Chicago V
Uriah Heep—Demons & Wizards
Band—Rock of Ages
Kinks—Everybody’s In Show Biz

|
A selection of the most-played LP’s
as monitored off the air by CIRCUS
listening posts. The top FM rock sta
tions this month include:

WNEW FM
KSAN FM
KM FT FM
WNCR FM
CHUM FM
WKTK FM

g

If

New York City
San Francisco
Los Angeles
Cleveland
Toronto
Baltimore

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Loggins & Messina
Rhymes and Reason—Carole King
Guitar Man—Bread
Filthy—Papa John Creach
Who Came First—Peter Townshend
Seventh Sojourn—Moody Blues
Whistle Rhymes—John Entwistle
Why Dontcha—West, Bruce and
Laing
9 Prologue—Renaissance
10 Caravanserai—Santana
11 Boomer’s Story—Ry Cooder

12 Plainsong
13 Virgin—The Mission
■Dr.
14 Long Time Cornin’ Homi
Music
15 Turn Me On I’m a Radio—Joni
Mitchell
16 St. Louis To Frisco To Memphis—
Chuck Berry
17 Lions Share—Savoy Brown
18 Charlee
19 England—Amazing Blondell
20 More of Your Love—Bob Brady

To make sure that your favorite albums make it on the CIRCUS Top Twenty, fill out the ballot below with the names
of three NEW records, then send it to CIRCUS Top Twenty, 866 United Nations Plaza, New York, N. Y. 10017.
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BETTER THAN A RESERVED SEAT
AT JAGGER’S BREAKFAST TABLE
...Peter Townshend lounged in a
swanky restaurant and rapped to
us about how synthesizers and mov
ie cameras could put the adrenaline
back in rock.
... Ringo settled himself by a swim
ming pool in Spain to tell us about
the days when Paul was hounding
him with a lawsuit.

'Yes SporksX
'
Close To V

The Edge'

L

Controversy-*®®^-

newsstand ten minutes after the
last copy of Circus disappeared.
You could have been in bed sick
with no one to run out and pick up
Circus for you. You could have been
standing by the magazine rack with
out a penny in your pocket while
the last Circus walked away with
someone else.
You could have been off in the
woods or up in the mountains or
just plain all-day spaced while that
newsstand man blew his last copies.
Man, how high and dry you could
have been.
BUT if you’d been clever, you
could have had it easy, safe, sure
and secure. With that man who’s
never stopped by rain or sleet or
slush or snow slipping a fresh and
shiny Circus through that slot in
your door every month.
ROCK N ROLL INTRODUCTORY OFFER
{"Mail to:

...Alvin Lee fiddled with his clogs
in a record company office and ask
ed us to point out that “I’m Going
Home" is not where Ten Years After
is at.
...Dr. John The Night Tripper sat
down to a telephone in L A. and told
us how he got Mick Jagger and Eric
Clapton to play on his latest album.
And you could have missed it all.
You could have gotten to the
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• Jerry La Croix stopped off in New
York recently to tabulate changes in
the White Trash score card since Ed
gar Winter left the group. La Croix
explained that he had taken six mem
bers from the original White Trash
lineup the first time out without Ed
gar, but in the back of his mind he
didn’t want to stick with the old
White Trash sound; a new group was
what he wanted. So, before recording
his own LP, La Croix, he went out to
California and searched high and low
for the kind of “super players” be
fitting his new band . . . the only
trouble was he couldn’t find any. La

>
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Croix turned around and went back to
the old stand-bys, the guys he’d play
ed in bands with before, for his album.
Mike McClellen, the most recent de
parture from the band has moved to
Alaska where he is building a log
cabin. He has been replaced by Larry
Landry on organ. Larry had played
with Jerry in the past, and after much
persuasion La Croix was able to con
vince him to join White Trash. Other
group members include Barry Rilera
(guitar), Butch Rilera (drums), Jose
Silva (bass), all from La Croix’s ex
band Fatback, and John Smith (tenor
sax) and Marshall Cyr (trumpet).

i
Dylan Joins
Goodman's Chorus
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Late last summer Bob Dylan step
ped backstage at the Philadelphia
Folk Festival, cornered singer/songwriter Steve Goodman, complimented
the round-faced composer on his song
writing skills, then broke into a spir
ited rendition of Goodman’s “Spirit
Of New Orleans” (the song Arlo
Guthrie had just made into a hit).
Late in the fall, Dylan made his pri
vate admiration a matter of public
record. He sauntered into a New York
studio where Goodman was recording
his new LP, sat down at the piano,
piloted the ivories as Steve laid down
the song “Somebody Else’s Troubles,”
then actually sang back-up vocals for
Bob Dylan: He stepped backstage, cor- the Goodman single, “Election Year
nered Goodman, and started to sing “City Rag.”
of New Orleans.”_____________________________________________________________
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Joe Cocker: The fuzz say he kicked and
cursed.

Australia's
Lawmen Lock
Up Joe Cocker
Wavering on an Australian stage
with a wine bottle in his hand, Joe
Cocker explained to a crowd of 7,000
that he was about to be deported from
the kangaroo continent for possession
of marijuana, then concluded “they
touch our bodies, but they can’t touch
our souls.”
Later that night the management
of Joe’s motel asked the shaggy
haired singer and his group to leave.
A brawl broke out, and the Australian
police stepped in to demonstrate they
could indeed touch Joe’s body. They
arrested him for common assault, as
sault by kicking, offensive behavior,
indecent language, assaulting police,
and resisting arrest.
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Even Andy Warhol couldn’t get
backstage after David Bowie’s New
York concert at Carnegie Hall. Bowie
spent over a week in RCA’s New
York studios laying down some new
tunes. If you knew he was there, it
was easy to say hello; but if you
didn’t, well there was just no way
near the man ... he travels with four
black-belt karate experts. If Bowie’s
new single, “John (I’m Only Danc
ing),” doesn’t make top ten, American
AM Radio has even less taste than
we suspected . . . the record’s a smash
. . . and, yes, you can dance to it. In
New York, Angela Bowie, David’s
wife with the multi-colored hair, got
up in the aisle to lindy during her
husband’s Carnegie concert and was
pushed back to her seat by one of
Bowie’s own security guards! New LP
is scheduled for February.

Chicago’s Bobby Lamm: Chopped
baby grand to bits.

In a wave of capitalistic benevo
lence, England’s been releasing lots of
Bowie records that couldn’t be found
anywhere before. Pye Records has re
leased a maxi single including four
songs from the 1965/6 period—one so
old it was by David’s early band, The
Lower Third. Titles include “I Dig
Everything,” “Can’t Help Thinkin’
Bout Me,” “I’m Not Losing Sleep”
and “Do Anything You Say.” B&C
Records has reissued the classic Ar- ’
nold Corns single “Hang On To Your
self” (the same one that appears on
Ziggy Stardust) with a new B-side.
And here in America RCA Records
has just reissued David Bowie’s two
Mercury albums in shiny new pack
ages. The first LP, Man Of Words/
Man Of Music, has been retitled Space
Oddity. The Man Who Sold The
World should have been printed with
the gorgeous photo of David in drag
printed in Britain, but it wasn’t. Still
these albums are gems.

the

Chicago's Lamm
Hacks His Piano
"\^Zhen

Chicago’s non-violent Rob
ert Lamm went onstage at
Northern Michigan University and
discovered that the piano he’d been
given was not only absurdly out of
tune, but had several notes missing
and a score of keys that wouldn’t
work, he took an uncharacteristic
course of action. He chopped the pi
ano to bits with an axe. Declared
Lamm, “the ultimate frustration for
a musician is to be forced to play an
instrument of no quality.”
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Melanie: She baked her loneliness into
STONEGROUND WORDS.

“I suppose I’m lonelier now than
I’ve ever been,” mused Melanie over
lunch in New York while discussing
her LP Stoneground Words. “There’s
one song on the album that shows
where I am. While writing it, I got
very upset because things were com
ing out of me that I could see very
clearly. And after I had recorded the
song, I sat up all night ’cause it
frightened me.” Which song was it?
Melanie wouldn’t say.

Pain Pierces
Melanie's New LP
ft

• New act produced by Arif Mardin,
the man who brought Danny O’Keefe
(“Good Time Charlie’s Got The
Blues”) out of the wilderness with his
tasteful arrangements, is Whole Oats
(Atlantic). This Philadelphia band
has played several gigs on the recent
David Bowie tour and features a tall
and willowy blond named Daryl Hall,
who has a vocal range that has to be
heard to be believed. His other half,
John Oates, will probably be recog
nized soon as one of the most sensi
tive songwriters around.
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london
Angry Germans
Burn Flags
Over Beck

5
s

by Kenneth Howards

AAAAAAAAAAAAAA

\X / hen the curtain came up in HanW over, Germany, on Jeff Beck and
his new cohorts, former Cactus-men
Carmine Appice and Tim Bogert, it
revealed more than just a trio of mu
sicians. Hung above the stage were
three flags—one British union jack
to symbolize Beck’s homeland, and
two sets of stars and stripes to represent Appice and Bogert. Jeff and
the boys had thought the flags would
give the performance a personal
touch; but the Germans didn’t agree.
They yelled loudly that the red, white
and blue should be taken down, then
stormed the stage and burned the
banners. When the group walked off
in protest and refused to return, the
audience pelted the stage with bottles
and debrist damaging the amps and
speakers, dnd completely demolishing
the drum kit. Ironically, not only had
the same flags been ignored at a per
formance several days earlier in Ham
burg, but at least one German youth
had left the hall enthusing that the
Beck, Bogert & Appice: The audienceaew Beck band would be the greatest
rioted over the stars and stripes.
thing since Cream.

• Back in 1969, Tyrannosaurus Rex
which consisted of Marc Bolan and
Steve Peregrin Took—had such a
small following that the British press
all but ignored it. In 1972, T. Rex—
which no longer contained Steve Pere
grin Took—had a following so enor
mous that the British rock press could
not even print a Mick Jagger inter
view without putting Marc Bolan in
the headline. But the question per
plexing those who had followed the
group in its earliest days was, where
is Took? As if to scotch the rumors
that he had been dead for two years,
Steve Took suddenly showed up in the
office of London’s underground maga
zine OZ and announced that he had
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signed a contract with manager Tony
Secunda, the mastermind who had
piloted Procol Harum, the Moody
Blues, and even Bolan himself into
the rock heavens. As he ambled over
to Hyde Park with a bottle of wine
and a slice of pizza in his hands, the
gentle, gangling 23-year-old explained
that he had disappeared in 1969 be
cause the rock business wasn’t yet
ready for his brand of insanity, but
that Alice Cooper had made the
stages safe for lunatics. What par
ticular variety of freakdom was Took
planning for his comeback? “I like
pouring hot wax over people, es
pecially young ladies with large
breasts.”

/

Rod Stewart: Townshend wouldn’t let Ro<
be Tommy.

Stewart Croons
For The Who
At eleven A.M. one morning Peter
Townshend sat at a studio control
console with a cup of coffee in his
hand and an uncontrollable grin
spreading across his still stubbly face
as the swelling chords of the London
Symphony Orchestra and the rough
voice of Roger Daltry filled the room
with song. The occasion? Townshend
had come to London’s Olympic Studios
to check the progress of a $170,000,
two-record re-creation of Tommy complete with a mob-sized cast that will
include such glittering luminaries as
Rod Stewart, Merry Clayton, and
Richie Havens. A few hours later,
while the 90 musicians of the London
Symphony put down their instruments and wandered off in search of
tea, Townshend swiveled around to
explain that producer Lou Reisner
originally wanted romping Rod Stewart to play the deaf, blind pinball
guru Tommy. But the Who were not
too keen on having their own lead
vocalist, Roger Daltry, upstaged by
a star from the Faces. The result was
a compromise. Daltry gets to be the
blind kid; while soccer-crazy Rod gets
to kick around the vocals on “Pinball
Wizard.”
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Humble Pie Divorcees want to see again, Pie drop-out Peter
Frampton and his group Frampton’s
Reunite For Tour Camel.
But it’s no surprise to those
There’s a tour just ending in Eng
land that some say is rather a shock.
Humble Pie is sharing the bill with
a man many thought they’d never

in the know who saw Jerry Shirley
of Humble Pie hire a Leer jet to fly
up to Boston and catch one of Framp
ton’s debut American gigs.

...
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The Beatles: Sold one platter for every
man, woman and child in America.

One-Fifth Of A
Billion Beotle Discs

Humble Pie: Tramping the English roads
with Peter Frampton.

John Lennon is not the only mem
ber of his generation who’s been a
victim of pain. Rory Storm, one of the
first Merseybeat rock sensations to
give Ringo Starr a place in his band
(the Hurricanes), to team up with
future Beatles manager Brian Ep
stein, and to play the Hamburg club
where the Fabulous Four got their
start, was found dead in his Liverpool
home with his G4-year-old mother.
Rory—born Alan Caldwell—reported
ly sank into a lasting depression when
his father died several months ago.
The police ruled out the possibility
of murder, and preferred not to dis
cuss the likelihood of suicide.

After taking the stage at Britain’s
Edmonton Sundown before a crowd
of enthusiastic fans who a few min
utes earlier had climbed everything
in sight to carry away souvenir scraps
of the Manassas posters outside the
hall, Steve Stills chugged into a set
of blues guitar solos that sent several
critics and a good many fans into
agonies of embarrassment. When he
announced that he couldn’t play the
banjo then picked up his banjo and
proceeded to prove it, one member of
the audience shouted out, “Get the
elfin audience going.” Before redeem
ing himself with a breath-taking per
formance of the new song “Who
Knows,” Stills spat, “if you wanna
see sweat and jumping around and
stuff, go see the bloody Rolling
Stones.”

If you ever wondered whether the
Beatles were really all that big, you
can finally lay your doubts to rest.
The clerks and accountants at the
office of Britain’s EMI Records have
counted up all the LP’s and singles
that John, Paul, Ringo and George
sold while they were together and
since they’ve gone their separate
ways. The total is staggering. In the
ten years since they first released
“Love Me Do,” the Liverpool lads
have raked in the cash for over 85
million albums and 120 million singles.
Not bad for a group the record execu
tives once said would never make it.
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west coast

by Jacoba Atlas

• L.A. has labored under the handi
cap of only one or two music clubs
for many years. Attempts to build
other rock clubs have always failed.
Now a few very shrewd businessmen,
including Carole King’s manager, Lou
Adler, are out to do something about
the problem: there is a very strong
possibility that he, along with a group
of investors, will buy a strip j'oint on
the Sunset Strip and turn it into a
club, giving competition to the Troubador and the Whiskey A Go Go.
It should be mentioned that many
managers have been rather unhappy
with the Troubador (L.A.’s highest
ranking rock club) over the past year:
unreasonable demands such as long
term contracts have plagued the
groups wanting to perform; however,
no alternative to the Troubador is
available in this city (the Whiskey
is more hard rock than the Trouba
dor). So far the plans for a new club
are just that, plans; but considering
the discontent rampant in the local
recording industry, it is entirely con
ceivable that a new club will be tried.

• The Rowan Brothers are the latest
actual recording. Some publications
group to hit the music world; with
have come out and stated that the
diverse sources predicting they will
rest of the money was used for pur
be nothing less than a super-group
poses unspecified in the contract;
(is that word out of place yet?).
however, the Rowans themselves in
Jerry Garcia gave the world at large
sist the money went to keeping fifteen
a quote to the effect, “they may be
people alive for two years (the
as big
ig as the Beatles, they’re that
Brothers work with a band) and also
Rowan
good.” Garcia knows the —
helped pay the medical expenses ac
Brothers’ older brother, who used to
crued from an automobile accident
play with Seatrain.
that layed Christopher up for two
Loren and Christopher Rowan are
months.
Marin County musicians who write
What lies behind all this talk is an
and perform extremely commercial
overt hostility to any group who man
sounds. A controversy is now raging
ages to get enormous sums of outaround the group concerning the ad
front money from companies. Johnny
vance money forked over by Columbia
Winter is the last person to have this
Records (famous for enormous ad
criticism revolve around him, and all
vances)
_____ r for the _group.
---------------------------------It seems they those rumors of funds spent didn’t do
- *_ — j something
.... —4*m. i
.i...
ooo nno for
—
received
him any good. Rowan Brothers’ man1-----„ like $200,000
.
•’ " first
" * album, -and
~J------*— have agers are hoping a repeat of that
their
reporters
incident won’t occur.
decided that very little of it went to
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Neil Young: Giving birth to a mellow LP
and a caterwauling son.

Baby Boom
At Neil Young's
Neil Young is busy planning his
mammoth four month tour (due to
begin in January), finishing up his
next album and welcoming a son. The
baby was named Zeke Snodgress
Young, the mother of course being
actress Carrie Snodgress. Actress
Barbra Hershey, who seems to have
made a career out of playing hippie
chicks (“Dealing; the Berkeley To
Boston 40 Brick Blues,” “Last Sum
mer” and “The Baby Maker”), wel
comed a son by natural childbirth
in her Laurel Canyon home (you re
member that area from Ladies of the
Canyon by Joni Mitchell). The boy
was delivered by Ms. Hershey’s com
panion and father of her child, actor
David Carridine (television’s “Kung
Fu”). They named the boy Free Carridinc.
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Alice Cooper was turned down by
the Milk Advisory Board. He/She had
wanted to go on national television
telling the youth that “Everybody
Needs Milk, Even Alice Cooper.” The
Board decided Alice wasn’t right for
their image.
Undaunted Alice turned to the Red
Cross, who welcomed the rock and roll
performer with open arms. One pub
licity person quickly wrote the slogan:
“Everybody Needs Blood, Even Alice
Cooper.”
But that isn’t the end of Alice’s
exploits. Now in production are Alice
Cooper sheets, displaying a full size
nude picture of Alice, allowing all
Cooper fans to sleep with the star.
Also look for Alice on “All In The
Family.”

Sleep With Alice
In The Nude
Alice Cooper: Dream between your Alice
Cooper sheets.
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When the amircnistic Jerterson Air
plane tangled with Akron, Ohio, po
lice during a concert three jnonths
ago, it seemed almost normal. But
when peaceful Yes stopped a show at
the Indianapolis Colosseum and asked
a squad of cops to behave themselves,
it seemed grossly out of character. It
all started when the kids in the front
row. bursting with enthusiasm, got up
to dance to the music. The police
waded in waving their wooden head. slammers,
shoving
the
dancers

o Right now in New Mexico, an Eng
lish production team is filming “Catch
My Soul,” the rock music version of
Shakespeare’s Othello. Ritchie Havens
is playing the lead, with Tony Joe
White also in the cast. The music
has been provided by Delaney Bram
lett who will also perform a couple
of songs in the movie, but will not be
a participant as an actor.
Delaney’s split with his wife, Bon
nie, seems permanent. She is off on
tour with Joe Cocker, after having
given custody of the children to De
laney. Bramlett has just purchased a
new home in the Hollywood Hills and
is busy building a 16-track recording
studio, which seems to be absolutely
necessary for every rock musician
with a house.
• The new Procol Hamm album is
called Grand Hotel and will not be re
leased to coincide with their current
U.S. Tour.
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arouna, and shouting at the kids tv
sit down. Lead singer Jon Anderson
and bassist Chris Squire were ap
palled. They grabbed the mike and
tried to explain to the forces of the
law that boogieing was natural be
havior at a rock concert. Several min
utes later, the police left the kids
alone and formed a protective line in
front of the stage, leaving the group
to play the rest of its set staring at
the backs of plastic riot helmets. Says
Squire, “it was a strange gig.”

Playboy Gropes
For Topless
Grace Slick
There’s a topless picture of Grace
Slick floating around this city and
reports are that Playboy is anxious
to get a hold of it. Ms. Slick also re
ports that Peter Townshend proposed
marriage to her through the mail;
but Grace replied she couldn’t accept
anything that came through the U.S.
postal service.
The farm occupied by Grace and
Paul Kantner up in Marin County is
now on sale for around 250,000 dol
lars. They have moved back into San
Francisco.

• The Hollies, who recently did their
world premier performance with new
lead singer Mikael “The Swede” Rickfors, have had to change their new
LP’s title from Touch to Romany.
The cover of the album features the
same landscape as the Distant Light
(Epic) album (the LP that gave the
world “Long Cool Woman In A Black
Dress”). But now Distant Light’s
summer greenery has become a winter
scene.
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• James Monroe High School here in
Los Angeles, named after our fifth
President (most remembered by his
tory students for the Monroe Doc
trine), is smarting under a student
petition to change the name of th?
high school. The kids just can’t relat*
to the fifth president. The new name
they want? Marilyn Monroe High
School. We’ll see what happens.
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ELP: Rock Kings
Turn Gypsies For Pop
Extravaganza
While the echoing thunder of their Tarkus tank
monsters fades into the
distance, ELP prepares to perpetrate
the most revolutionary rock
experience in their careers on unsuspecting
American fans.
by
Barbara Graustark

At 5:30 P.M., under the greying
/v dusk of the disappearing sun,
Emerson, Lake and Palmer prepared
backstage to say thank you to more
than 18,000 fans gathered in the Lon
don Oval cricket ground. Beneath the
mighty steel of the mammoth Ken
nington gas holder, eager fans camped
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ELP* Britain's gypsy band will soon turn rock concerts to sideshow carnivals
with a wave of their magic wand.
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on the green turf, waiting for the
stars of the show to emerge from the
Oval’s famous Long Room where they
were receiving their seven awards that
gave them the sweep in a prestigious
British paper’s pop poll.
Keith Emerson bopped backstage,
looking modishly funky in blue den
im, eager to meet the cheering throng
in this, ELP’s first British appearance
for almost a year. Greg Lake was
dapper in a tailored cream-colored
suit. “Going to a wedding?” Keith
asked him, undazzlcd by his crony’s
sharp skins. Greg, unaffected by
Keith’s quips, merely flicked an ash
from his cuff.
If tensions were rising out on the
green as thousands of young people
waited for their idols, things were far
from calm backstage as ELP pre
pared their monumental surprise en
try. Carl Palmer paced the wooden
floors with a frown, mock crying,
“Me Moog drum’s bust. And we
promised everybody we’d use it. It got
shipped over from the States and there
were pedals missing and wires cut—
inside!”
Tarkus monsters declare war on
crowd: Finally, all problems tempo
rarily solved, ELP were ready. As the
crowd roared their approval, the
group raced from backstage, launch
ing immediately into “Hoc Down,”
the upbeat, good-humored number
from their recent Trilogy LP, and the
crowd was on its feet. Without hesi
tation, the group jumped immediately
into “Tarkus,” and simultaneously
pulled off the biggest feat in the his
tory of reck wizardry. Two mammoth
armadillo tanks appeared on both
sides of the stage, bellowing replicas
of the figures on the Tarkus cover.
The metal dragons breathed clouds
of smoke, and, as the show thun
dered to its climactic high point, the
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tanks thundered an ear-deafening bar
rage, driving fans into a wild frenzy
of excitement and jubilation. Keith
pounded the piano as “Take A Peb
ble” echoed from the massive multi
toned speakers, and Greg Lake
brought down the house with his ex
cellent acoustic guitar work on
“Lucky Man.” But with the advent of
“Pictures at an Exhibition,” off the
LP of the same name, the crowd
watched in absolute amazement as
Carl Palmer’s drum solo threatened to
pop the sliver of sun out of the dark
ening sky. In a fury, Carl hurled him
self at the drum kit, battering the
cymbals and destroying the gongs.
The Tarkus tanks belched forth their
deafening roar as London’s last great
rock concert of the season shrieked
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to its end—and ELP proved once
again that they remain the world’s
greatest rock band, upholding their
title of “Britain’s Best Band,” (the
title they won last year) and taking
on the title of “World’s Best Band"
as well.
As the last fans wearily straggled
home, ELP slowly unwound backstage, gathering the remains of their
shattered instruments with them. Each
clutched at their golden trophies: Top
Group, British and International;
Emerson’s tribute as the top keyboard
man; Palmer’s trophy as top drum
mer; Lake’s souvenir as the world’s
most accomplished producer; ELP as
the top pop arrangers; and finally the
shared award, Keith Emerson and
Greg Lake taking honors as the

world s top composers.
Revolutionary circus: While the
concert served as a gigantic hand
written thank-you note to their sup
porters, ELP also had another motive
in mind. For several months, they had
been fiddling with a revolutionary no
tion of changing the format of their
concerts. A recent Japanese tour crys
tallized the idea in their minds . . .
to turn their concerts into traveling
circus shows, presenting historic feats
in rock entertainment, as well as su
perb music. The Japanese concerts,
they noted, were almost vaudcvillian
in appearance, with many people par
ticipating and each performer playing
several instruments. Now, says Greg,
ELP, too, are ready to change the
structure of their new act, and Amer-
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Carl Palmer: He has the air of a reformed
greaser in his multi-zippered leather
jacket, but when he bangs the gongs, no
one-notices his clothing.
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Greg Lake: ELP’s top producer/composer/guitarlst wants to take the trio’s side
show behind the Iron Curtain, but can’t
keep out of red tape.

ican audiences arc in for a few sur
prises when the boys begin their
spring American tour. For sure, they’ll
see Carl stripped to the waist, beating
life into his gongs; and Keith will still
stab and straddle his organ with mani
acal fury. But the boys insist the for
mat will be completely changed. Says
Greg, "I think the whole concert con
cept will become more showy to the
point where it will almost become a
gypsy caravan existence, and that is
what we’re designing now. We’d like
to carry on our own stage that we’d
build into a concert hall; have our
own P.A. and coach that we’d use as
a dressing room. Every night, we’d go
into the coach, which will be done out
like a living room and it will be our
home. We’ll walk out onto our own

stage, like home again. It will give an
aura like a circus trip. And it will
also give the artist a chance to come
to the concert relaxed before he goes
on.”
The gypsy caravan boys are eager to
take their sideshow behind the Iron
Curtain, as well, and are pulling diplo
matic strings to arrange it. But they’re
excited about trying out the new cir
cus theory for American audiences
this spring. ‘‘Americans have seen so
much, the impact just isn’t there any
more. We’re going to turn Americans
on to something really new.”
If turning pumpkins into coaches
and tanks into Tarkus monsters are
examples of what ELP can do, Amer
ican audiences are in for the rock ex
perience of their lives.
•

Keith Emerson: The world’s greatest key
board man ripped out "Oh, Suzanna,”
while Greg fiddled with "Lady Madonna.”
And Carl wondered if the LP would ever
be finished.
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"Rock And Roll Music To The World"
Alvin Lee
Stabs His Superstar Balloon
by Dan Nooger

Last year he tried to puncture his glamor boy image and ended up
spearing a gold LP. Now Alvin Lee is
trying to break the spear that got him the golden disc.

Alvin Lee, guitar: Upstairs In the New
York’s Academy of Music dressing
room there were groupies, food and
wine enough for everyone. But Alvin
Lee just sat down on a couch and ex
plained why, on his new LP ROCK AND
ROLL MUSIC TO THE WORLD, he com
pletely abandons the sound that last
year won him his first gold LP.
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It’s an unseasonably muggy Sunday
A night and Ten Years After are
headlining at New York’s grimy old
Academy of Music. The midnight set
has just gone into its second encore
and there are still cries from the
crowd for “More!” Lead guitarist Al
vin Lee whispers to his sweat-soaked
cohorts in the wings “let’s give ’em
a quick one.” They take the stage
again to thunderous applause and tear
into “Johnny B. Goode,” but drum
mer Ric Lee has taken Alvin a bit
too literally and rushes the beat; so
they suddenly stop short, count off,
and start the song again. This time
it’s right, the music keeps getting
louder and faster while Alvin shouts
out verses of “Rip It Up” and “Tutti
Frutti,” and finally rips off a frenzied
guitar solo that leaves literally nothing
else to play. Even the jaded backstage
denizens are clapping as the band fi
nally stumbles offstage and the house
lights go up. This is a strange way
indeed for a full-fledged rock star to
behave. Less than two weeks earlier,
in a theater only a few scant miles
away, David Bowie, the new glamour
rock’s prettiest star, danced with un
faltering precision through a tightly
choreographed set of songs despite a
bass amplifier that resolutely refused
to function properly, keeping his show
moving even though the sound was
going nowhere.
Kicking solid gold in the teeth:
In this musical season of Bowie and
Bolan, when even Mick Jagger has
taken to wearing eye glitter and pur
ple body stockings, Ten Years After
has thrown a strange new twist into
its six-year war against superstar flash.

Ever since they got together in 1967
they’ve gone onstage in their rock ’n
roll jeans, playing to please no one but
themselves, and bringing audiences
more accustomed to slumping in their
seats to their cheering, stomping feet.
But in the last few weeks they’ve
taken their rebellion against superstar
glamour a step further with their new
album, Rock & Roll Music To The
World (on Columbia), an LP that
deliberately tosses away the formula
that only ten months back earned the
group its first million-selling LP in
over half a decade of patient music
making.
Less than a year ago the song “I’d
Love To Change The World,” with
its lush, infectious acoustic guitar
runs, astonished TYA’s followers by
climbing to the top fifty on the charts.
Then came something even more sur
prising. After five non-gold LP’s, A
Space In Time—the very un-TenYears-After-ish LP which “Change
The World” had come from—not
only turned gold, but stayed on the
charts for nearly half a year, rivaling
even the longevity of that season’s
latest posthumous Hendrix release,
Rainbow Bridge. But did Alvin Lee
stick to the musical formula that had
suddenly launched him into the skies
of solid gold? Not by a long shot.
In a puzzling reversal, he has abruptly
snapped away from the carefully
structured flash and glitter that made
A Space In Time his most commer
cially successful work to date and
taken Rock And Roll To The World
back to the sound of his previous six
albums, the funky, rocking blues the
group likes best. Alvin explains, “This
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Ten Years After: Even five years ago
they were struggling against flash and
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with nary a penny to their name,
they’d go into a club, dress up in their
•’smart gear,” play one danceable set
to please the management, then
change into their traveling clothes and
play the blues and jazz they really
loved.
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album isn’t the songs I write for the
group. I didn’t construct anything. All
the songs just came off my head and
we all played what came naturally.
What came out is just the natural
music of the band.”
Just another TV hater: While “I’d
Love To Change The World,” the top
50 single from the last album, cata
logued the horrors of war and pollu
tion to a melancholy acoustic guitar
backing, the new album sets its mood
in the hard-charging title cut:
Ain’t no relation to the United
Nations
I just shout and do the rest with
my guitar
Give peace a chance, get up and
dance
I’m singing rock & roll music
to the world.
“Turned Off TV Blues” stabs a pin
into the gilded dream of rock star
glamour to show just another bored
human being sitting in a hotel room
with nothing to do but gaze blankly
at a 21-inch screen:
I'm sitting here in oblivion
What a night to watch TV
It just fills my mind with garbage
That my eyes ain’t supposed to see.

Alvin Lee: Ever since the film WOODSTOCK showed Alvin’s blond hair fly
ing and his fingers sailing over the
strings, he's been trying to shatter the
notion that he’s a superhuman sex
symbol.

“Watching TV is a real energy
drain,” Alvin says, stretching his long
legs in the back of the sleek black
limousine taking him down to the
Academy of Music. “I’d sit down to
watch something and before I knew
it four or five hours would be gone
and I’d have done absolutely nothing
creative. The song just grew out of
my reaction to that whole trip.” And
that whole everyday trip, in all its
drab and universal humanity, is what
Alvin Lee would like the world to
know he’s all about.
Cool the hot pants: From the
very beginning TYA have been a
group who couldn’t care less about
six-inch silver boots, strobe lights, hot
pants, dyed hair and mascara. They
emerged from the grimy British in
dustrial town of Nottingham during
the British Blues Explosion that also
launched such groups as Cream and
Fleetwood Mac, after an extended
residency at London’s famed Marquee
Club. They cut their first album,
which was about equally divided be
tween their own songs and well-known
blues such as “Help Me Baby” and
“I Can’t Keep From Crying” (still
one of their most popular onstage
numbers today), that fall, and fol
lowed it up with an excellent live
album, appropriately titled Undead,
that featured an extended workout
on Woody Herman’s big band hit of
the 40’s, “Woodchopper’s Ball.”
"We did Undead in this tiny club
right next door to Decca recording
studios,” Alvin recalls. “We just ran
. the wires over the roof and put the
mikes through the club window, while
Mike Vernon, our producer, sat in
the studio mixing it right off the line,
which was pretty handy. It was rude
and crude, all done in one night with
no retakes or overdubs to cover the
rough parts.”
Reluctant sex-symbol: But once
the first flush of success had estab
lished Ten Years After as a wellknown, working band, Alvin took
over as the group’s undisputed leader
and chief songwriter. And that’s when
TYA’s problem with Alvin Lee’s
image as a sex symbol and superstar
reared its unexpected head. Their
third album, Stonedhenge, reflected
Alvin’s growing interest in electronic
music and attempted to break away
from their image as a blues band.
With their fourth album, Sssh, Alvin
took over as the group’s producer as
well as songwriter. Unfortunately, the
album’s best cut was the only non-Lee
composition, “Good Morning Little
School Girl.” The group’s last album
for Deram, Watt, went to far as to
picture, on the inside cover, Alvin
sitting at the studio engineer’s console
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mixing the album while the rest of
the group looked on from behind a
glass partition. Alvin had inadvertently
taken the first step toward becoming
TYA’s mini-Jagger.
Blond hair and flying fingers.*
Then came Woodstock and the movie
that followed. The film featured Ten
Years After’s rave-up encore of “I’m
Going Home,” but the camera ig
nored the rest of the group and
focused on Alvin’s frantically waving
blond hair, flying fingers and scream
ing lips as if he were the only musi
cian on the stage. The movie elevated
the festival to a legend, and carried
Alvin Lee along with it. But Ten
Years After was apparently being left
behind.
Alvin tried to stop his onrushing
superstar image in its tracks with
A Space In Time. He explains that
“it was the culmination of all our
experiments. We’d gotten tagged as a
heavy rock and roll band because of
the whole Woodstock thing, so for
that album I wrote some more struc
tured numbers. I’d been listening to
Van Morrison and James Taylor and
some of that feeling got into my
music.” But Alvin’s Space In Time
experiment backfired. It was the
group’s most successful album com
mercially, giving them their first single
that even Top Forty stations would
play and their first gold LP; but just
like their exposure in Woodstock, it
presented them with a danger they
loathed—the risk of attracting hordes
of kids to their concerts who would
be more interested in screaming than
in listening to the music.
Back to blue jeans: So while most
groups once they find a hit-producing
formula stay with it, Ten Years After
turned away from the softer, more
complex sounds of Space In Time to
return to the straight-ahead blues and
jazz that originally inspired them. “In
our early days, before we recorded,
we used to get thrown out of clubs for
playing blues because people couldn’t
dance to it, so we used to play what
the people wanted to hear. But we’ve
always liked blues and jazz best. We
proved, with Space, that there was
another side to us than ‘I’m Goin’
Home’ and that sort of music.”
A year ago Alvin Lee sat in a
darkened room grumbling to a writer
from a British photographic maga
zine about how a series of moody,
pin-up-like album covers had made
him the hard-rock David Cassidy.
Then, as if to show he was a musi
cian, not a beauty queen, he boasted
with quiet pride, “We’ve never had a
gold record, you know.” Now it al
most seems as if Alvin wishes that
were still the case.
•

TRAPEZE
^prapeze is Mel Galley on guiI tar, David Holland on drums

and percussion, and Glenn
Hughes on bass, piano and vo

cals. Three talented musicians
playing some powerhouse rock

’n’roll.
On their new LP, “You Are The

Music. We’re Just The Band,” Trapeze is joined
by some friends—Rod Argent, Kirk Dungan,
John Ogden, Frank Ricotti and Jimmy Hasting—

to kick it up even more.
“You Are The Music. We’re Just The Band.”
A new LP by Trapeze. You’ll like the way this band makes

their music.
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